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ABSTRACT
Okmok caldera, located on the northeastern end o f Umnak Island, Alaska,
Q

^

contained a 5.8 x 10 m lake that catastrophically drained as a result o f failure o f the
2050 yr. B.P. caldera rim between 1560 and 1010 yr. B.P. Flow competence
equations, dam-break models, and the Simplified Dam-Break computer model were
used to estimate the paleohydrology o f the flood. Models indicate that the peak
discharge at the breach in the caldera rim was at least 5.8 x 104 m3/s, and the
maximum possible discharge was 1.9 x 106 m 7s. A second smaller flood release
occurred 190 yr B.P., coinciding with the 1817 A.D. eruption, and destroyed a small
Aleut village at Cape Tanak.
Stratigraphic analysis reveals that Okmok Volcano has maintained a high level
o f volcanic activity following the large flood release. M ajor eruptive events producing
air-fall tephra deposits average 1 every 80 years since 1010 yr. B.P.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Sudden and unpredictable catastrophic floods can be caused by natural or
artificial dam failures, and are a significant threat to property and human life (Costa,
1988; Costa and Schuster, 1988). The great Pleistocene floods from glacial and
pluvial lakes in North America (Malde, 1968; Baker, 1973; Baker and Bunker, 1985;
Jarrett and Malde, 1987; Teller and Thorliefson, 1987; O ’Connor, 1993) and Siberia
(Baker et ah, 1993), as well as historical floods caused by failure o f artificial dams
(Costa, 1988) are the most commonly known. Large catastrophic floods are not
isolated to Earth but have even been attributed as the cause o f several erosional
features on the surface o f Mars (Baker and Milton, 1974; Baker, 1979; Baker and
Komar, 1987; Robinson and Tanaka, 1990).
In volcanic regions, catastrophic floods are often syneruptive and can be
caused by the melting o f summit glaciers and snowfields which come into contact with
hot pyroclastic debris (W aitt et ah, 1983; Waitt, 1989; Pierson et ah, 1990; Trabant et
ah, 1994; Neall, 1996). However, dam-failure floods caused by collapse or
overtopping o f the rim o f a lake-filled caldera and subsequent rapid drainage o f the
lake are potentially the most hazardous type o f volcanic flood. Recent studies
(McGimsey et ah, 1994; W aythomas et ah, 1996; White et ah, 1997; Manville et ah,
1999) have provided evidence that catastrophic flooding caused by breaches o f
intracaldera lakes is a common phenomenon and constitutes a serious lethal
hydrologic hazard. This study presents evidence for a catastrophic release o f a caldera
lake at Okmok Volcano following failure o f the caldera rim shortly after the major
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caldera-forming eruption o f 2050 yr. B.P. (Beget and Larsen, 2001). Evidence is also
presented o f another smaller and heretofore unrecognized flood release occurring
approximately 190 yr. B.P.
Calderas and large volcanic craters often form following highly energetic
explosive plinian eruptions and, because o f their shape, commonly fill with water or
ice, creating voluminous crater lakes. Lake-filled calderas and craters are quite
common and can contain greater amounts o f water than the largest man-made
reservoirs (Waythomas et al., 1996). Because o f the very large amounts o f water in
some craters, the potential hydrologic disasters caused by a catastrophic release o f
water from the failure or overtopping o f the caldera rim into populated areas can pose
a great threat to human life and property, just as floods from other natural and artificial
dam failures (Costa, 1988; Costa and Schuster, 1988). A well-documented example is
the December 24, 1953 Tangiwai Disaster at Mt. Ruapehu in New Zealand (Healy,
1954; Neall, 1996) where 151 people traveling in a passenger train were killed as the
catastrophic flow o f water released from the crater destroyed a railway bridge the train
was crossing at the same moment. The evidence o f very large catastrophic releases o f
water as exhibited at Aniakchak (W aythomas et al., 1996), Lake Taupo (Manville et
al., 1999) and in this study o f Okmok, indicate that lake filled volcanic craters,
especially those in higher population areas, pose the potential for severe destruction
and great loss o f life.
In this study, we focus on the depositional and erosional evidence o f the two
flood releases from Okmok caldera to model the paleohydrology o f caldera breach

floods and better define and aide recognition o f caldera breach floods in the geologic
record. In addition to describing the catastrophic flood releases, we also address and
geochemically describe the post-flood eruption history at Okmok Volcano, as defined
in the overlying stratigraphic tephra sequence on the flood deposit, to better constrain
the late Holocene activity and repose times o f the volcano.
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CHAPTER 2: GEOLOGIC SETTING
Okmok Volcano is a large basaltic andesite shield volcano with a 10 km wide
caldera that occupies most o f the northeastern end of Umnak Island, in the Aleutian
Islands (Fig. 2.1). The crater contains several historically active and prehistoric cinder
cones, tuff cones and lava flows (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3). Today, several small lakes,
dammed by historic lava flows erupted from Cone A, occupy the caldera floor and a
larger unnamed lake, referred to here as “Crater Lake”, drained by Crater Creek,
occupies the northeastern corner o f the crater. Two small lakes are also present within
the cinder cones o f E and G. Crater Creek exits the caldera through a narrow notch in
the northeast side of the caldera rim.
y
The volcano is built on a base o f Tertiary volcanic rocks and consists o f three
rock series: older flows and pyroclastic beds o f pre-caldera shield complex;
pyroclastic deposits o f two major caldera-forming eruptions; and a post-caldera field
o f cones and lava flows that includes historically active vents within the caldera
(Byers, 1959). The oldest known Okmok basalt flow was erupted at about 2 Ma
(Bingham and Stone, 1972), indicating construction o f the pre-caldera volcano, mainly
from basalt flows and pyroclastics, began in the late Tertiary to early Quaternary
(Miller, et al., 1998). The 10 km wide crater is a result o f two catastrophic pyroclastic
eruptions forming two overlapping calderas (Byers, 1959). Two high ridges located
about 1.5 km north and east o f the main topographic basin (Fig. 2.2) are the remnants
o f the older caldera, which formed about 8250 yr. B.P. (Black, 1975; M iller and
Smith, 1987) while the younger inner caldera was formed by the second catastrophic
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Fig. 2.1 Location of Okmok Volcano and other eastern Aleutian Volcanoes. Dashed
box indicates flood affected area shown in more detail in fig. 4.1.
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Fig 2.2 LandSat 7 image o f Okmok caldera showing locations o f principal postcaldera cones (A-H) and caldera rims noted by Byers (1959). Image acquired on August
17th, 2000.

Fig. 2.3 Photo-mosaic image of Okmok caldera. View is from the northwest 2050 B.P. caldera rim looking southeast.
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pyroclastic eruption 2050 yr. B.P. (Beget and Larsen, 2001, discussed further in
Chapter 7). The resulting ash sheets from both caldera-forming eruptions cover much
o f the flanks of the volcano to the shoreline (Fig. 2.4) and are separated by a basalt
flow and an erosional unconformity supporting the probability o f two major calderaforming eruptions (Miller and Smith, 1987).
Within the caldera, likely the oldest recognized post-caldera deposits are
brecciated pillow lavas erupted from Cones C and D (Fig. 2.3) into a caldera lake,
which formed very soon after the second catastrophic eruption (Byers, 1959). The
lake attained a maximum depth o f 150 m (Miller et al., 1998) and the highest recorded
lake elevation was 475 m (Byers, 1959), where it most likely overtopped the low point
o f the caldera rim near the present day Caldera Breach. A second, much smaller
release o f water is supported from erosion evidence within the Caldera Breach gorge
and gravel deposits at Cape Tanak, with an age o f 190 yr. B.P. (discussed further in
Chapter 7), and we conclude it is probably the result o f the draining o f a much smaller
lake within the caldera coinciding with a historic major eruption in 1817 A.D.
Recent historic eruptions o f Okmok include extrusive eruptions in 1945, 1958,
and 1997, and explosive eruptions in 1817, 1899, 1986 and 1987-1988 (M iller et al.,
1998). All recent historic eruptions are thought to have originated from Cone A
(Miller et al., 1998), with the most recent eruption o f 1997 venting ash and lava
covering an area o f about 15 km2 o f the caldera floor (Lu et al., 1998).

9

Fig. 2.4 Geology map by Byers (1959) o f the caldera, north and west flanks o f the
volcano. Note the 2050 B.P. ignimbrite deposit (Qo) covering much o f the flanks o f the
volcano to the shoreline. Also note the mapped flood deposit (Qal) is very restricted and
that the flood fan extending into the Bering Sea is mapped as ignimbrite.
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CHAPTER 3: M ETHODS
3.1 Field methods
Fieldwork was conducted during the month of July and the first part o f August
in 2000. This work was part o f a larger initiative by the Alaska Volcano Observatory
(AVO) re-examining the previous work on Okmok and Umnak Island by Byers
(1959). The fieldwork was done by foot-traverse and with the aid o f four-wheel
ATVs. Travel costs and all other logistical support were provided by AVO.
Field work included mapping and field checking the flood erosion surfaces and
deposits using 1:63,360 modified USGS topographic maps, 1:25,000 1956 U.S. Army
Corps o f Engineers topographic maps, air photos, and LandSat satellite images. In
order to evaluate the dynamics o f the flood, the dimensions o f approximately 50 large
boulders on the flood fan surface were measured using a 50 m measuring tape. In
most cases, the circumference o f the largest five boulders present at each site were
measured and recorded in field notes, however a few isolated boulders on the flood fan
surface were also measured and noted. The precise position o f each boulder site was
recorded using a handheld GPS device and listed in Table 3.1 and shown in Fig. 3.1.
Data collected for each boulder is listed in Appendix B.
Approximately 40 tephra and soil samples were collected at 12 sites on the
flood fan surface (Fig. 3.2) to allow for radiocarbon dating o f soils and geochemical
analysis o f tephra deposits. Tephra and organic soil samples were collected from
exposures in eroded stream cuts and gullies or along exposed beach bluffs. A
stratigraphic sketch was drawn at each site visited. Detailed descriptions o f tephras
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Table 3.1 Locations of measured boulder samples. Coordinates use North American
Datum o f 1927 and were acquired using a handheld GPS device.
Sample
Number

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

Sample
Number

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

OO-OK-3
OO-OK-4
OO-OK-IO
OO-OK-11
OO-OK-29
00-OK-30
OO-OK-31
OO-OK-32
OO-OK-3 3
OO-OK-34
OO-OK-35
OO-OK-36
OO-OK-37
OO-OK-3 8
OO-OK-39
00-OK-40
OO-OK-43
OO-OK-46
OO-OK-47
OO-OK-48
OO-OK-49
00-OK-50
OO-OK-51
00-OK-52a
00-OK-52b

53°32.835'
53°32.725'
53°32.315'
53°32.308'
53°29.981'
53°29.981'
53°31.017'
53°31.062'
53°31.186'
53°31.648'
53°31.656'
53°32.050'
53°33.390'
53°33.302'
53°33.302'
53°33.792'
53°33.351'
53°33.297'
53°33.323'
53°33.323'
53°33.312'
53°33.312'
53°33.312'
53°33.312'
53°33.396'

168°02.331'
168°01.019'
168°01.111'
168°01.054'
168°01.557'
168°01.557'
168°02.639'
168°02.502'
168°02.823'
168°03.064'
168°03.204'
168°03.226'
167°58.959'
167°58.866'
167°58.866'
167°58.798'
168°01.520'
167°58.714'
167°58.651'
167°58.651'
167°58.602'
167°58.602'
167°58.602'
167°58.602'
167°58.586'

OO-OK-53
OO-OK-54
OO-OK-55
OO-OK-56
OO-OK-57
OO-OK-58
OO-OK-59
00-OK-60
OO-OK-61
OO-OK-62
OO-OK-63
OO-OK-64
OO-OK-65
OO-OK-66
OO-OK-67
OO-OK-68
OO-OK-69
00-OK-70
OO-OK-72
OO-OK-73
OO-OK-74
OO-OK-75
OO-OK-76
OO-OK-77
OO-OK-78

53°33.396'
53°33.425'
53°33.425'
53°33.425'
53°33.364'
53°33.364'
53°33.364'
53°33.342'
53°33.342'
53°33.342'
53°33.330'
53°33.330'
53°33.330'
53°33.291'
53°33.291'
53°33.291'
53°33.291'
53°33.213'
53°32.848'
53°32.848'
53°32.661'
53°32.661'
53°32.359'
53°30.904'
53°30.904'

167°58.586'
167°58.573'
167°58.573'
167°58.573'
167°57.920'
167°57.920'
167°57.920'
167°57.963'
167°57.963'
167°57.963'
167°58.016'
167°58.016'
167°58.016'
167°57.981'
167°57.981'
167°57.981'
167°57.981'
167°57.829'
167°58.963'
167°58.963'
167°59.015'
167°59.015'
167°59.026'
168°00.182'
168°00.182'

Table 3.2 Locations of soil and tephra sampling sites. Coordinates use North
American Datum o f 1927 and were acquired using a handheld GPS device.
Site
Number

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

Site
Number

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

OO-OK-1
OO-OK-14
OO-OK-16
OO-OK-18
OO-OK-22
OO-OK-41

53°32.292'
53°31.476'
53°31.368'
53°28.708'
53°29.065'
53°33.872'

168°04.220'
167°58.155'
167°58.012'
168°04.132'
168°04.157'
167°59.296'

OO-OK-42
OO-OK-44
OO-OK-71
OO-OK-80
OO-OK-83
OO-OK-104

53°33.351'
53°33.356'
53°33.840'
53°29.624'
53°29.066'
53°18.532'

168°01.520'
168°02.137'
167°58.433'
168°01.682'
168°02.467'
168°12.203'
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Fig. 3.1 Location map o f boulder measurement sites listed in Table 3.1.
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Fig. 3.2 Location map o f tephra and soil sampling sites listed in Table 3.2.
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such as position, thickness, color, and grain size o f each sample were recorded in field
notes. Precise positions o f each sample site were recorded again using a handheld
GPS device and are listed in Table 3.2. In addition, a stratigraphic sketch of the flood
deposit was constructed at several o f the tephra and soil sampling sites and detailed
descriptions such as grain size and depositional features in the deposit were recorded
in field notes.
Tephra and organic soil samples collected were chosen based on unique
characteristics and those likely to be useful as regional marker units. To limit and
prevent contamination, prior to sample collection the exposed surface was first
excavated using a shovel and trowel to allow for a fresh uncontaminated surface.
Approximately 100-200 g of the desired tephra or soil sample was then carefully
collected using a clean trowel taking care to not include live organic matter such as
rootlets, and placed in labeled Ziploc® plastic bags. In some places burned plant
material was present in pyroclastic deposits, and individual charcoal and plant pieces
o f 1-10 g were excavated for accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon
dating.
3.2 Analytical methods
Selected samples were prepared for radiocarbon analyses and others for
electron microprobe analysis (EMA) o f glass shards for major elements. All samples
were prepared at facilities o f the Department o f Geology and Geophysics at the
University o f Alaska Fairbanks.
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To prepare organic soil samples for radiocarbon analysis, samples were
removed from storage bags and oven dried at low (30-50° C) temperatures. The
organic samples were inspected for the presence o f young rootlets, which, if present,
were removed by hand picking and dry sieving. The samples were then wrapped in
aluminum foil, labeled, and placed in Ziploc® plastic bags for shipment. All organic
samples were submitted to Beta Analytic Inc. o f Miami Florida for radiometric dating.
Extended counting time was required for four samples.
Tephra samples prepared for EM A were removed from storage bags and dried
at low (30-50° C) temperatures. The samples were then rinsed to remove loose dirt
and oven dried again at similar temperatures. Larger grained tephras (>1 mm) were
crushed and sieved isolating crushed grain sizes between 0.5 and 1 mm. To prepare
grain mounts for EM A, a few milligrams o f the crushed and smaller (<1 mm) grained
tephra samples were placed in individual Hillquist® petrographic epoxy filled test
tubes mounted on a petrographic slide and allowed to cure overnight. The epoxytephra mixture filled test tubes were then ground down to a thickness o f approximately
50 pm or until tephra shards were exposed. The grain mounts were then polished
using 3 and 1-micron diamond grit. The slides were carefully cleaned with glass
cleaner and placed in an ultrasonicated bath for approximately 30-60 seconds to
remove any remaining grit prior to carbon coating. A 250 A thick carbon coat was
then applied to each slide using an Edwards bell-housed coating system. Samples
were then ready for electron microprobe analysis
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Major element geochemical analysis o f tephra glass shards was done using the
Cameca SX-50 Electron Microprobe at the University o f Alaska Fairbanks following
the analytical routine o f Beget et al. (1992). Elemental concentrations for Na, Mg, Al,
Si, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, and Fe were determined. The analytical routine used for these
analyses used the calibration standards; 214 BGLASS1 (basaltic glass), 303 Olivine,
302 ORIO CT, 332 Apatite and 221 Ilmenite USNM 96189. The electron beam
conditions were 15 KeV, 10 nA, and a size o f 10 um. The Old Crow tephra was
chosen as a working standard due to homogeneity and established composition. The
electron microprobe was calibrated to within 0.1 wt % o f the standard normalized
values o f the Old Crow tephra for each element analyzed. Calibration to these values
provided a quantitative method o f ensuring consistent and comparable results between
sessions. All concentrations are normalized and reported as oxides with the exception
o f Cl. All Fe is reported as Fe20 3. Results o f EMA o f glass shard data are listed in
Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 4: EVIDENCE FOR FLOODING
A variety of evidence for a catastrophic release o f water from Okmok caldera
resulting in cataclysmic flooding along Crater Creek and the north flank o f the volcano
(Fig. 4.1) was gathered during field studies and examination of aerial photographs and
LandSat images. This evidence includes (1) a deeply incised valley cut into the north
rim o f the caldera, (2) “scabland” topography developed on the 2050 yr. B.P.
ignimbrite surface, (3) coulee-like eroded channels, (4) streamlined landforms, (5) a
large submarine boulder fan constructed from the former shoreline into the Bering
Sea, and (6) trains o f large boulders o f 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite and basalt. Much o f
the evidence is similar, on a much smaller scale, to erosional and depositional features
o f other large paleofloods (Baker, 1973; Baker and Komar, 1987; O ’Connor, 1993) as
well as those described at other floods from caldera lakes (W aythomas et al., 1996;
Manville et al., 1999). In addition, evidence for a second, much younger, small flood
release was identified including (1) an erosion surface and gravel deposit on the
boulder fan at Cape Tanak and (2) truncated alluvial fans and erosion scarp within the
Caldera Breach.
4.1 The Caldera Breach:
The Caldera Breach is a deep gorge cut into the north 2050 yr. B.P. caldera
rim. Crater Creek, draining Crater Lake in the northeast corner o f the crater, exits the
caldera through the gorge, which is approximately 2 km long, 600 m wide and 180 m
deep. At an elevation o f approximately 480 m, it crosses one o f the lowest points on
the caldera rim (Fig. 2.3). The vertical walls o f the gorge cut into hydrothermally
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Fig. 4.1 Map o f the flood affected area on the north flank o f Okmok Volcano.
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altered pre-caldera basalts and ignimbrite composing the rim o f the caldera. There are
numerous large pothole-like cavities in the basalt and welded ignimbrite floor o f the
gorge (Fig. 4.2) and Crater Creek cascades over as a 20 m high waterfall into a large
pothole near the entrance to the gorge from the crater. The floor o f the gorge is
covered in alluvial deposits and boulders (<1 m diameters) transported by Crater
Creek or possibly by the 190 yr. B.P. flood release. Evidence o f flood deposits
indicating minimum flood heights as the flood wave exited the Caldera Breach exists
on an approximately 40 m high ridge from the Crater Creek valley floor at the exit o f
the gorge. The deposit consists o f a coarse grained rounded to sub-rounded gravel and
boulders (<1 m diameter) o f fluvial origin (Fig. 4.3) and were most likely deposited as
the flood wave crested over the ridge as the flood drained out o f the breach gorge onto
the broad flat north flank o f the volcano. The V-shaped morphology o f the breach and
absence o f glacial deposits along Crater Creek and the breach indicate that the gorge
was formed by fluvial erosion o f the caldera rim rather than by glaciations.
4.2 Channel Scabland:
Near the exit o f the Caldera Breach extending out as a wedge shape (Fig. 4.1)
onto the broad flat plain o f the volcano’s north flank and the Crater Creek channel, the
2050 yr. B.P. welded ignimbrite bedrock deposit is deeply scoured, pitted and sparsely
vegetated (Fig. 4.4). The surface morphology is similar to the channeled scabland
area o f eastern W ashington affected by the great M issoula floods describe by Bretz
(1923), Bretz et al. (1956), and Baker (1973) and portions o f the Bonneville flood
route (O ’Connor, 1993) as well as the scabland erosion complexes eroded by the
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Fig. 4.2 Large pothole cavities in the basalt and welded ignimbrite floor of the Caldera
Breach gorge. Largest pothole diameter is ~4 m.
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Fig. 4.3 Flood boulder deposit on 40 m high ridge near exit o f Caldera Breach gorge.
Max diameter o f boulders is 1 m. Note erosion scarp along Crater Creek channel below
the deposit eroded by the small flood release.
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m

Fig. 4.4 Scabland topography developed on the 2050 B.P. ignimbrite along Crater Creek
(A). The ignimbrite is deeply eroded (B) with circular depressions, pillars and platforms
o f several meters in relief, and covered with sparse vegetation. Paleoflow direction is
away from the viewer in both pictures.
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catastrophic draining of Aniakchak caldera described by W aythomas et al., (1996). In
this scabland erosion zone the 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite bedrock is eroded into pillars
and platforms several meters in relief with large circular depressions between them.
Scattered throughout the depressions as well as perched on the platforms are large
fluvial transported boulders of ignimbrite and basalt.
4.3 Coulee-like Channels
The northern third o f the flood erosion fan on the north flank o f the volcano
(Fig. 4.1) contains many deeply eroded channels into the underlying 2050 yr. B.P.
ignimbrite. These channels have a rectangular shape in cross section (Fig. 4.5), are
usually 150-200 m wide, approximately 20-30 m deep, are flat bottomed, and in many
places recede back into the ignimbrite as abandoned cataracts, stair-stepping several
meters in relief. Although much smaller in scale, the channels are similar in
morphology to the major coulees and abandoned cataracts o f the M issoula flood
deposits described by Bretz (1932; 1969) and Bretz et al. (1956). The floors o f the
channels are primarily planar-bedded sands and gravels o f scoria, basalt and the 2050
yr. B.P. ignimbrite (Fig. 4.6) with isolated large ignimbrite rip-up clasts (the largest
having a diameter o f 13.3 m) on the surface o f the channel floors (Fig. 4.7) and at the
base of the abandoned cataracts. New Jersey Creek, which drains the northwest rim o f
the caldera and flows on the far west edge of the north flank flood fan in a deeply
incised channel, exhibits evidence o f catastrophic flooding effects including deep
channel erosion into the welded 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite, deposition o f flood
transported gravels, and a number o f terraces (Fig. 4.8) thought to be deposited by
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Fig. 4.5 (A) 150 m wide, 30 m deep coulee in the 2050 B.P. ignimbrite. (B) Example o f
the flat-bottomed, steep sided, rectangular cross sectional shape o f the coulees.

Fig. 4.6 Vertical cut in coulee channel floor. The deposits within coulees are comprised
o f planar- and cross-bedded sands and gravels o f basalt, ignimbrite and lithic clasts.

Fig 4.7 Largest 2050 B.P. ignimbrite boulder (A). Diameter is 13.3 m. Boulder location
is given in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.1. Several large boulders are present along major coulee
floors (B) and at the base o f abandoned cataracts.

Fig. 4.8 Terraces within New Jersey Creek channel on the west flank o f the flood erosion
surface. Terraces most likely formed as the flood waters waned in the channel.
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waning flood waters within the channel. The flood gravel deposit within New Jersey
Creek channel (site OO-OK-1) is interbedded with a series of fine-grained, cross
bedded juvenile material surge deposits (Fig. 8.1, discussed in Chapter 8) indicating an
eruptive event occurring at the same time.
4.4 Streamlined Forms:
At the exit of the Caldera Breach just south and west o f the channel scabland
wedge, low whaleback-shaped features sculpted from the 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite are
present along the spillway reach. These landforms vary from 5 to 25 m long and from
1 to 5 m high (Fig. 4.9). The average length to width ratios are 4:1, and are similar to
streamlined forms developed by other outburst floods (Kehew and Lord, 1986; Baker
and Komar, 1987), with the long axis o f each streamlined form parallel to the direction
o f flow down gradient.
4.5 Submarine Boulder Fan Deposit
At the downstream end o f Crater Creek, approximately 13 km from the
Caldera Breach, an exposed 7.5 km2 broad, flat boulder fan extends out from the
former shoreline and continues as a submarine fan into the Bering Sea (Figs. 4.1 and
4.10). The fan deposit consists o f a sand to gravel matrix o f scoria, basalt and lithics
with clasts o f coarse-grained caldera rim basalt, scoria and lithic cobbles (Fig. 4.11).
Large ignimbrite and basalt boulder trains are present on the exposed fan surface and
several large 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite boulders are imbedded >4 meters deep in the
deposit as exposed in the flood deposits in Crater Creek gully at Cape Tanak as well as
at beach bluffs along the shoreline. The beach along the fan edge consists primarily o f
basalt and ignimbrite cobbles to boulders with average diameters o f 0.5 to 1 m. The

Fig. 4.9 Streamlined form features. Hills are 5 to 20 m long and 1 to 5 m high. The long
axis o f each hill is parallel to direction o f paleoflow.
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Fig. 4.10 Sonar image o f the Bering Sea floor north o f Umnak Island showing
submarine fan deposit extending out from exposed fan. Image was aquired by Bering
Sea EEZ-SCAN Scientific Staff (1991). Contours are feet below mean sea level.

Fig. 4.11 Coarse grained flood deposit within boulder fan exposed in beach bluff at Cape
Tanak. Upper unit (a) is overlying tephra and eolian sands with the underlying flood unit
(b) consisting o f sand to gravel matrix o f scoria, basalt and lithics with larger cobbles to
boulders o f basalt and 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite.
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surface o f the fan is bisected by several wide, shallow channels (1-2 m deep) as well
as a 4 m deep channel formed due to erosion by the younger flood release and Crater
Creek. The boulder fan extends out from the former shoreline built by deposited flood
eroded sediment on the shallow shoreline and shelf as the flow entered the Bering Sea.
A fine-grained, planar-bedded, surge deposit grading laterally into flood gravels is
exposed in a beach bluff at the shoreline o f Cape Tanak (site OO-OK-44). The deposit
shows evidence o f wet emplacement by the presence o f clastic dikes and accretionary
lapilli (Fig. 4.12) and we believe deposition occurred contemporaneously as the flood
gravel deposit.
4.6 Boulder Trains
Accumulations o f large boulders o f ignimbrite and basalt are common along
Crater Creek and coulee-like channels downstream from the Caldera Breach and a few
isolated boulders are present on the flood-eroded north flank o f the volcano. The
boulders are distributed randomly along the rim and bottom o f eroded channels, and
form somewhat linear boulder bars on the flood fan surface (Fig. 4.13), and are
accumulated at the base o f abandoned cataracts within the coulee-like channels. The
size o f the boulders decreases with distance downstream, from a maximum average
diameter o f 6.5 m within several kilometers o f the Caldera Breach to an average
diameter o f 1.7 m at -1 3 km downstream from the Caldera Breach (See Table 5.3 in
Chapter 5). The majority o f the large boulders are rip-up clasts o f the welded 2050 yr.
B.P. ignimbrite bedrock, the largest having a diameter o f 13.3 m (Fig. 4.7). M ost o f

Fig. 4.12 Surge deposit (A) laterally grading into the large flood deposit at Cape Tanak.
Deposit consists o f (1) overlying eolian sands, (2) layered tephra and silts, (3) thick
surge sequence and (4) covered by beach sands. Evidence o f wet emplacement is shown
by clastic dikes and rip-up clasts (B), ripple marks (C), and accretionary lapilli (D).
Photos B-D are from unit 3 in photo A.
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Fig. 4.13 Composite photograph o f boulder train on flood fan surface. Large boulders of
2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite form somewhat linear bars on the fan and collect at the base of
abandoned cataracts. Arrow points to person for scale.
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Fig 4.14 Basalt boulders showing evidence of imbrication in photos A and B. Paleoflow
direction is from right to left for both photographs.
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the boulders are sub-rounded to rounded and at some locations are imbricated (Fig.
4.14).
4.7 Second Flood
Evidence for a second smaller flood release was identified within the Caldera
Breach and on the boulder fan deposit at Cape Tanak. Alluvial fans formed by several
gullies draining the side walls o f the gorge are truncated and a 4-8 m erosion scarp
within the Breach (Fig. 4.3) are evidence o f erosion by a second release o f water from
the crater into the gorge. The total release o f water did not exceed a depth o f 8 m
within the Breach, was confined to the Crater Creek channel as it flowed down the
volcano flank, and deposited the alluvial deposits o f boulders (>1 m) and gravels on
the floor o f the gorge reworking minor amounts o f the larger flood deposits although
most likely not retransporting the large ignimbrite boulders. At Cape Tanak, an
erosional unconformity is present near the top o f the boulder fan deposit and is
overlain by a 50-75 cm thick crossbedded gravel unit (Fig. 4.15) most likely
deposited by the younger flood as it flowed out o f the confined Crater Creek channel
at the former shoreline and onto the boulder fan surface. The majority o f the flood
stayed confined to the established Crater Creek channel on the fan, however, several
shallow (~2 m deep) channels were eroded as the flood over-topped the Crater Creek
channel and spilled out onto the fan surface.
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Fig. 4.15 Sand to gravel cross-bedded younger small flood deposit (a) overlying silts and
lahar deposit (b) at Cape Tanak. Dashed line indicates erosion surface. Paleoflow
direction is right to left.
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CHAPTER 5: PALEOHYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS
In order to explain the geomorphic features at Okmok, we modeled the
flooding using a number o f equations related to reservoir characteristics, dam
characteristics and flood transported boulder diameters. Paleohydrologic variables
calculated include peak discharge, flow velocity, depth, stream power, and flow
regime. Lake volume and dam height were measured using field evidence and
topographic maps. The maximum caldera lake volume (Vo), calculated by using the
altitude of the highest wave-cut terrace described by Byers (1959) as an estimate o f
maximum lake extent (covering 39 km2 o f the caldera floor) and an average depth of
-1 5 0 m, was approximately 5.8 x 109 m3 with a dam height (H) measuring 180 m.
The former lake volume is considerably larger than several other caldera lakes listed
by Waythomas et al. (1996) (Table 5.1) but is much smaller than Crater Lake in
Oregon (1.9 x 1010 m3) and Atitlan caldera in Guatemala (4.0 x 1010 m3).
Table 5.1 Volumes o f lake-filled calderas and craters worldwide.
Data modified from W aythomas et al. (1996).
Volcano or lake
Location
Maximum lake volum e (m3)
Katmai
Alaska
3.3 x 10y
Kaguyak
Alaska
7.6 x 108
Crater Lake
Oregon
1.9 x 1010
Atitlan
Guatemala
4 x 1010
Ayaraza
Guatemala
2 x 109
El Chichon
Mexico
6.3 x 107
Soufriere
St. Vincent
7.5 x 107
Lake Oskjuvatn
Iceland
1.7 x 109
Lake Wisdom
New Guinea
2.1 x 1010
Lake Dakataua
New Guinea
3.3 x 109
Mount Kelut
Indonesia
5 x 107
N iuafo’ou
Tonga
7 x 108
Kuttyaro
Japan
2.8 x 109
Toya
Japan
7.7 x 109
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5.1 Dam Failure
The mode and rate of dam failure are the controlling factors o f discharges at,
and downstream o f the breach. The mechanism o f failure is a function of the stability
o f the barrier, its height, width, and thickness, the height o f water behind it, and the
size and volume o f the lake impoundment (Manville et al., 1999). The Okmok flood
removed most o f the original caldera rim blockage o f the outlet channel and erosion
by gullies along the sides o f the gorge as well as at least one subsequent small flood
has modified and scoured the outlet channel. Reconstruction of dam failure therefore
must be done from limited field evidence as well as indirect evidence.
5.1.1 Field evidence
A very rapid or near instantaneous dam failure is supported by limited field
evidence o f the barrier characteristics o f the caldera wall, lake high water marks
within the crater (Byers, 1959), minimum flood heights at the exit o f the Caldera
Breach gorge, and a surge deposit coinciding with the flood deposit at Cape Tanak.
The maximum height o f the 2050 yr caldera rim at the Caldera Breach is
approximately 200 m, close to the high-stand level o f the lake reported by Byers
(1959). Because o f the very low height/thickness ratio o f the barrier and the low
permeability of the welded ignimbrite and basalt caldera rim, initiation o f dam failure
by piping flow is unlikely and it can therefore be assumed that failure o f the barrier
began by overtopping. However, some minor amount o f piping cannot be completely
ruled out and might have served as a weakening agent o f the barrier, which also may
have been partially destroyed by headward migrating channels due to caldera draining
and outer caldera rim gullies. Field evidence o f the surge deposits described above
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coinciding with flood deposits on Cape Tanak indicates that the breach may have
occurred due to a volcanic eruption within the caldera lake displacing water over the
barrier rim. A portion o f the barrier, weakened by hydrothermal alteration, possible
piping and headward stream erosion most likely failed and the caldera lake began to
drain. Once established, the breach would have grown rapidly by vertical erosion of
the channel bed and lateral widening by undercutting and wall collapse as the lake
continued to drain. Minimum flood heights at the exit o f the gorge indicate depths in
excess of 40 m, depths that can only be achieved by a rapid draining o f the caldera
lake.
5.1.2 Dimensionless analysis
Dimensionless analysis is a technique used for investigating the relative
importance o f breach growth rate, lake volume and shape on the peak discharge o f a
dam breach flood (Walder and O ’Connor, 1997). W alder and O ’Connor (1997)
showed a dimensionless measure o f peak discharge Q *, is defined relative to the
dimensional discharge Q ° :

Q*= - Q p
°

^

g 05d 25

In cases o f high dam breach erosion, breaching o f the dam can be considered
instantaneous and peak discharge is solely controlled by the geometry and dimensions
o f the outlet, rather than being affected by drawdown o f the lake during breach
development (Walder and O ’Connor, 1997). Such cases are defined by the
dimensionless parameter r| being » 1 , where:
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(2)
.0.5 /3.5

in which k* is the dimensionless rate of breach growth

=V0*is the

dimensionless excess lake volume ( Vj =

coi/Vs gravitational

rate o f breach erosion, V0 is the volume o f water discharged, and d is the amount o f
lake lowering or breach depth. Using typical vertical breach growth rates o f 10-100
m/hr (W alder and O ’Connor, 1997), a lake volume discharge o f 5.8 x 109 m3, and a
lake lowering of 150 m, values of r\ derived are between approximately 448 and
4482. In cases where r |» 1 , W alder and O ’Connor (1997) showed the dimensional
form the relationship becomes:

(3)
where g and d are as defined above and Dc is the height o f the dam crest relative to
dam base {Dc = 180 m for Okmok). Since rj » 1 for the Okmok flood, equation 3 is a
valid approach and a peak discharge estimated for the Okmok flood by dimensionless
analysis is 1.9 x 106 m 7sec. Dimensionless analysis also concludes that breach failure
can be considered instantaneous and that a dam-break analogue is appropriate for
modeling the Okmok flood.
5.2 Dam-Break Analogues
A simple approach to estimating probable peak discharge for dam-break
analogues is the use o f developed regression relations and envelope curves between
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values of discharge and measures o f lake characteristics, usually the total drop in lake
level during the flood, and the volume o f water released. However, W alder and
O ’Connor (1997) found that regression relations and envelope curves have no physical
significance other than depicting approximately the limits o f past observations and
provide a rapid method o f estimating peak discharges from dam failures if used with
caution. In the case o f the Okmok flood, it is believed the following regression
relations and envelope curves represent minimum values o f peak discharge with the
landslide dam likely being the most suitable analogue for modeling the Okmok dam
failure.
The first set of equations calculating discharges were derived by W alder and
O ’Connor (1997) and are envelope curve equations relating peak discharge (
function o f initial lake volume

) as a

(Vo) for constructed dams:

QP =

(4)

landslide dams:

Qp

= 46 F00'46

and moraine dams:

Qp =

where

(06 )

Vo =5.8 x 109 m3 and yields a peak discharge o f 2.6 x 105 m3/s for equation 4,

1.4 x 106 m 3/s for equation 5, and 6.1 x 105 m 3/s for equation 6. Results o f discharge
estimates for all equations are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Hydraulic analysis and regression equations relating peak discharge
to reservoir characteristics.
Peak discharge
Type of dam/analysis
Equation
(m3/s)
Dimensionless analysis"
Qp = \ . 9 A g ^ D ^
1.9 x 10°
Constructed dam— all types
Qp =8.5 V„0M
2.6 x 105
Landslide dam#
Qp = 46 F0° 46
1.4 x 106
Moraine dam
Qp = 0.22 Vo066
6.1 x 105
Constructed dam— all types* Qp = 0.0184 EP0A2
9.7 x 104
Landslide dam 1
Qp = 0.0158 EP0M
5.8 x 104
Moraine damT
Qp =0.00013
5.2 x 105
Envelope curve— all types*
3.3 x 105
Qp = 0.063
Walder and O ’Connor (1997), equation discussed in text.
#Walder and O ’Connor (1997), equations discussed in text.
+Costa and Schuster (1988), equations discussed in text.

Costa and Schuster (1988) derived various empirical relations calculating peak
discharge (

Qp
) as a function o f the potential energy (Ep) resulting from failure o f

earthen and rock -filled dams:

QP = 0.0184 £®42

(?)

QP0- . 0 1 5 8 41

(8)

QP -0. 0 0 0 1 3 60

(9)

landslide dams:

and moraine dams:

where in all cases, Ep is the product o f the density o f the lake water (pw), the
acceleration due to gravity (g), the water depth at the dam
(V). For the Okmok caldera lake,

and the lake volume
D = 185 m, V - 5.8 x 109 m 3,
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= 9.8 m/s2 yielding a potential energy of 1.0 x 1016joules. A peak discharge o f 9.7 x
104 m3/s is calculated from equation 7, 5.8 x 104 m3/s from equation 8, and 5.2 x 105
m /s from equation 9.
Costa and Schuster (1988) also proposed an envelope curve relation for all
types o f natural dam failures, giving an upper bound for

QP=
0 .063

as a function o f
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0°)

Using the same value for the potential energy o f the lake calculated above, equation 10
yields a maximum estimate for peak discharge o f 3.3 x lO5 m3/s.
5.3 Simplified Dam-Break Computer M odel (SMPDBK)
Due to the lack of sufficient field observations o f high water marks and
maximum depths through the Caldera Breach, as well as modification by the younger
flood release to the channel floor, to establish flood depths and discharges through the
Caldera Breach the U.S. National Weather Service computer program SMPDBK
(Westmore and Fread, 1984) was used to model the flood wave generated by the
caldera wall collapse. The program generates a flood hydrograph based on lake,
barrier, and breach characteristics, routing it through a channel o f specified geometry
to give stage heights, discharges, and flood durations at specified points downstream
from the breach (Manville et al., 1999).
The flood hydrograph was defined by five cross sections through the Caldera
Breach, which were measured on 1:25,000 1956 U.S. Army Corps o f Engineers
topographic maps. The critical variable in generating peak discharge (

) is the time

for breach growth to maximum size (tb) and various estimates of peak discharge were
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generated for the Okmok flood wave through the breach for different values o f 0>.
Breach growth values used in the computer model ranged from near instantaneous (5
min.) to 1 day. As indicated in the flood hydrograph plot (Fig. 5.1), peak discharge
estimates remain high and similar to discharge values derived from dam break
analogues (section 5.2) for times of 5 minutes to 12 hours. Discharge estimates for
breach growths greater than 12 hours drop significantly. The flood surface profile plot
through the Caldera Breach (Fig. 5.2) also shows similar results for near instantaneous
breach development with the deepest peak flood height for 5 minutes and the lowest
height for 1 day. It can reasonably be concluded therefore that dam breach and
discharge values best represent an instantaneous dam failure. Flood depths (using a 5
min. breach development) through the Caldera Breach were approximately 125 m at
the head o f the gorge near the dam failure dropping to approximately 80 m at the exit
o f the gorge.
5.4 Discharge, Velocity and Depth Estimates Derived From Boulder Diameters
Estimates o f discharge can be derived from flow-competence data because
established relationships exist between hydraulic flow parameters (i.e., velocity, shear
stress, stream power) and the size o f particles that the flow can transport (Baker and
Ritter, 1975; Costa, 1983; Komar, 1989; O ’Connor, 1993). This approach has been
applied in situations where boulder deposits are the primary evidence o f large flood
flows (Bradley and Mears, 1980; Costa, 1983) and used to calculate discharge
estimates for the Aniakchak (Waythomas et al., 1996) and Taupo (Manville et al.,
1999) floods. The largest boulder data collected in the field for the Okmok flood
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Fig. 5.1 Summary of discharge estimates for the Okmok flood through the Caldera
Breach. Discharge estimates calculated using the U.S. National W eather Service
computer program SMPDBK for various values o f breach-formation time (tb). Estimates
o f discharge obtained from regression equations relating discharges to reservoir and dam
characteristics are also included. Qa is discharge result calculated using the envelope
regression equation o f Costa and Schuster (1988), Qc is the discharge result using the
constructed dam regression equation o f W alder and O ’Connor (1997), Ql is the discharge
result using the landslide dam regression equation o f W alder and O ’Connor (1997) and
Qd is the discharge calculated using dimensionless analysis of W alder and O ’Connor
(1997).
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Fig. 5.2 Comparison o f modeled flood heights (ASL— above sea level) through the
Caldera Breach for various values o f breach-formation time (tb). Estimates o f flood
height calculated using the U.S. National W eather Service computer program SMPDBK.
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allows theoretical calculations o f empirical estimates o f discharge per unit channel
width (Komar, 1989), transport velocity (Costa, 1983; O ’Connor, 1993) and depth
(Costa, 1983).
5.4.1 Discharge estimates derived from method of Komar (1989)
Komar (1989) revised several commonly used flow-competence relations to
account for selective entrainment o f particles o f mixed grain sizes. The revised
relations proposed by Komar (1989) were used here to calculate the critical water
discharge required for entrainment o f the flood boulders found on the flood erosion
surface and boulder fan. The relation for critical water discharge per unit channel
width (

q,)is:

g°-5Dh; 5S - 2(U11)

<7, = 0.1
where g is the acceleration due to gravity,

is the intermediate axis diameter o f the

largest particle moved by the flow, and S is the channel slope (Komar, 1989). The
critical discharge per channel width (

q,) multiplied by the chann

where the boulders were measured gives an estimate o f the total water discharge
needed to have transported the clast. Using equation 11 and the channel widths,
determined from topographic maps, the resulting estimates o f peak discharge (

) are

given in Table 5.3 and range from 8.3 x lO3 m3/s at 9.5 km downstream from the
breach, decreasing to 3.0 x 105 m3/s at 12.7 km downstream from the breach.
5.4.2 Velocity estimates derived from method of Costa (1983)
Costa (1983), in a study o f paleohydraulic reconstruction o f flood peaks from
boulder deposits in Colorado, calculated a best-fit least-squares curve from results o f

Table 5.3 Paleodischarge, velocity and depth parameters for the Okmok flood downstream from the Caldera Breach.
Distance
from
dam
(km)

Largest
boulder
diameter
(m)

Average
diameter*
(m)

Channel
slope
(°)

Channel
width"
(m)

Komar (1989)
M anning

Costa (1983)

O ’C onnor (1993)

Peak
Flow’
Peak
Peak
Flow
Flow
Flow
discharge**
depthf
depth+t
discharge**
velocity88
discharge
velocity*
(m)
(m)
(m/s)
(m3/s)
(m/s)
(m 3/s)
(m 3/s)
5.5
3.8
3.4 x 103
2.1 x 103
3.1
0.023
9.1
2.1 x 103
2875
0.07
117
9.0
8
8
1.9 x 105
6.5
9.0
1.9 x 105
3.3
3.1
0.03
3000
0.07
86
2.6 x 105
9.0
7
8
21.1
8.8
13.3
12.7
0.03
3000
0.07
644
1.4 x 106
1.6 x 106
17.9
36
1.9 x 106
23
9.2 x 105
9
11.5
7.9
0.03
3200
0.07
378
1.2 x 106
15.1
17
25
8.1 x 105
17.0
14.1
6.3 x 105
9.5
7.3
6.5
0.033
3500
0.07
236
12.9
13
17
5.7 x 105
8.3 x 105
6.2 x 105
10.5
8.6
6.0
0.033
3850
0.07
211
8.1 x 105
12.5
12
16
5.7 x 105
13.5
13.4
5.9 x 105
11
7.5
6.0
12.4
0.033
3750
0.07
209
12
16
5.5 x 105
7.8 x 105
12
4.8
4.0
0.015
3750
0.05
272
1.0 x 106
10.2
9
10
3.4 x 105
10.5
3.5 x 105
3.2
9.2
2.5 x 105
12.5
3.7
0.015
3750
0.05
196
7.4 x 105
9.1
7
8
2.5 x 105
6.4
1.0 x 105
1.9
4
4
1.1 x 105
12.7
1.7
0.015
3750
0.05
79
3.0 x 105
6.8
1.7 x 105
7.9
13
2.7
2.5
0.015
3750
0.05
134
5.0 x 105
8.1
6
6
1.8 x 105
An average o f the five largest boulders was used in most cases, however, in instances o f sites with isolated boulders or less than five boulders,an average o f the available data was used.
"Channel width was measured from 1:25,000 topographic maps and field observations. Because o f the unrestricted flow o f the flood, channelwidth istaken to be the width o f the volcano
flank affected by flood erosion.
8Per unit channel width. Calculated from equation 11 in the text. Peak discharge is obtained by m ultiplying critical water discharge by the channel w idth listed in the table.
C a lc u la te d from equation 12 in the text.
C a lc u la te d from equation 14 in the text using M anning n and channel slope values as listed in the table.
C a lc u la te d from equation 17 in the text using co values given in Table 5.4.

‘Calculated from equation 18 in the text.
C a lc u la te d from equation 13 in the text.

n

Critical water
discharge8
(m 3/m s)
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arithmetic averaging o f velocity-estimating methods from four separate studies. The
regression equation, recommended for use in computing the average velocity o f a
flood in steep channels when the average intermediate axis o f the five largest boulders
moved by the flood is known, is:
v = 0.18c/,0'487

( 12)

where v is the average velocity (m/s) and d, is the intermediate diameter (mm) o f the
five largest boulders (Costa, 1983). Results o f the average velocities are given in
Table 5.3.
5.4.3 Velocity estimates derived from method of O ’Connor (1993)
In a study o f the Bonneville flood, O ’Connor (1993) used the results o f stepbackwater modeling to evaluate the flow competence and develop a suite o f regression
relations to estimate flow depth, velocity, stream power, and shear stress from boulder
diameter size to model the hydrology and hydraulics of the flood. The equation
relating to velocity was used here to estimate the flow velocity o f the Okmok flood
and is:

v = 0.29 of,0'60

(13)

where d, is the average intermediate axis diameter (cm) o f the five largest boulders per
site, and v is the flow velocity (m/s). The calculated velocity results are given in Table
5.3.
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5.4.4 Depth calculations derived from method of Costa (1983)
Often the depth o f floodwaters can easily be obtained because evidence o f
high-water marks set by floods persist for a period o f time allowing direct
measurement after a flood has occurred. However, in several cases evidence o f depth
is modified or scoured, such as Okmok high-water mark evidence, and depth must be
derived from transported particle size evidence. In a study by Costa (1983), several
methods were used to reconstruct depths from slope and average flood velocity
derived from particle size, fluid density and friction coefficients. Two o f C osta’s
(1983) methods are used to reconstruct average depth o f the catastrophic Okmok
Flood: (1) an adjusted form o f the Manning formula and (2) an empirical threshold
envelope curve o f coarse particles moved and unit stream power.
The first method used to reconstruct depths from particle-size data uses the
Manning formula (Williams, 1970). Rearranging the formula to solve for average
depth D:

D=

vn

1.5

(14)

.V 5
Where v is the average velocity associated with movement o f any particle size
between 50 and 3,200 mm, S is the energy slope, which for simplicity is assumed to be
uniform and approximated by channel slope in the reach o f flood boulders (m/m), and
n is the roughness coefficient normally estimated using guides such as Barnes (1967)
and Limerinos (1970). However, n varies with depth and slope so no single value is
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appropriate for use in reconstructing flood depths (Costa, 1983). Costa (1983) used a
value for n of 0.04 at a slope of 0.005 as the initial roughness value for mountain
channels, and then n was adjusted proportionally as slope increased ranging from n =
0.04 at S = 0.005 to n = 0.124 at

S = 0.1.

Using this adjustment of n

computed were very similar to actual depths obtained from field evidence as well as
computed using other Manning-type equations (Costa, 1983). Manning values for the
Okmok flood depth calculations ranged from n = 0.05 at S' = 0.015 to

= 0.07 at

0.033 following the table of Manning values from Costa (1983).
Depths calculated for the Okmok flood as the flood wave exited the Caldera
Breach spreading out onto the north flank o f the volcano are given in Table 5.3.
Boulder sizes for the Okmok flood are larger than 3,200 mm, the maximum grain size
used by Costa (1983), however it is believed the depths calculated are reasonable and
are taken to represent minimum depths for the flood on the flood erosion surface and
boulder fan.
The second method for estimating average depth is derived from a regression
equation o f measurements o f unit stream power (oo) in which co is defined by the
equation:

yD15)
(

co =

where y is the specific weight o f the fluid (9800 N /m 3 for clear water), D is the flow
depth (m), S is the energy slope (as in equation 14,

is assumed to be uniform and

approximated by channel slope (m/m)), v is the flow velocity (m/s), and is discussed
further in section 5.6. Costa (1983) found a simple regression line through data points
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relating unit stream power to boulder size in his study yielded too large an estimate o f
depth and used an envelope curve under the data points parallel to the regression line
to estimate threshold unit stream power necessary to entrain coarse particles. The
equation for the envelope curve is:

co = 0.009 c/.1686

( 16)

Once co is solved using particle size in equation 16, depth D can be derived knowing y,
v and S:

n =

<17)

ySv
Depth results are given in Table 5.3.
5.5 Discharge Estimates Derived From Velocity and Depth Calculations
Peak discharge (

Qp)e stimates dependent on particle size are given in Table

5.3, and were determined by the relation:
Qp =

(18)

where w isthe flow width on the flood fan surface and boulder deposit determined
from topographic maps, D is the depth derived from the equations 14 and 17, and v is
velocity derived from equations 12 and 13.
5.6 Flood Hydraulics:
The ability of rivers to entrain and transport sediment is related to channel
boundary shear stress, x (N/m2) and can be expressed by the formula:

xD = y

(19)
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where To is boundary shear stress computed with flow depth, y is the specific weight
o f the fluid (9800 N /m 3 for clear water), D is the flow depth (m), and S is the energy
slope (Baker and Costa, 1987). Calculation of energy slope requires the use of
roughness coefficients and expansion-contraction coefficient to calculate specific
energy at various points along the flood reach however, frequently the slope of the
water-surface profile, or the channel gradient is used as a simple substitute for energy
slope (Baker and Costa, 1987).
Unit stream power is another important concept o f flood hydraulics and is
strongly related to a flow ’s ability to transport sediment and to perform geomorphic
work (Bagnold, 1966). The expression of stream power (co) is shown in equation 15,
discussed in section 5.4.
Boundary shear stress and unit stream power for the Okmok flood was
calculated using regression equations derived by Costa (1983) and O ’Connor (1993).
Costa (1983) developed regression equations o f particle size and shear stress based on
data points o f boulder size in his study. As was done for unit stream power, Costa
(1983) drew an envelope curve under the data points parallel to the regression line to
estimate minimum boundary shear stress. To predict shear stress (x) from particle-size
the envelope curve equation was used:

x = 0.056d ' 2U

(20 )
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To predict unit stream power (co) from particle-size, equation 16 (Section 5.4) was
used. Values for shear stress and unit stream power calculated from Costa (1983)
envelope curve equations are given in Table 5.4.
O ’Connor (1993) in his modeling o f the Bonneville flood by step-backwater
flow modeling was able to obtain flow depth, velocity, and energy slope values and
used them to derive boundary shear stress and unit stream power magnitudes. Boulder
sizes from the Bonneville flood were then compared to the hydraulic parameters o f
local flow depth, local flow velocity, and the derived parameters o f shear stress and
unit stream power in a series of regression curves (O ’Connor, 1993). The relations for
the Bonneville data define a lower limit o f sustained transport, not average conditions
associated with deposition (O ’Connor, 1993) with boundary shear stress and unit
stream power represented by the equations:

x = 0.33<T°'60

(21)
(2 2 )

where dt is the average intermediate diameter (cm) o f the five largest boulders at a site
(O ’Connor, 1993). Results for shear stress and stream power calculated from
O ’Connor (1993) are given in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Flood hydraulic parameters and flow regime o f the Okmok flood
downstream from the Caldera Breach.
Costa (1983)
O ’Connor (1993)
Distance
from
Froude
Shear
Stream
Shear
Stream
dam
Number
stress
power
stress
power
(km)
(N/m2)*
(W /m2) #
(N/m2) +
(W /m2) §
961.4
6922.4
5.5
203.5
1818.9
1.01
954.4
6.5
6852.6
202.1
1800.3
1.09
5306.4
8.8
74379.1
985.3
20215.0
1.40
3448.8
9
40863.6
661.9
11011.8
1.33
2357.2
9.5
24078.8
465.8
6440.0
1.27
2152.6
10.5
21223.1
428.3
5666.0
1.25
11
2135.4
5602.4
20988.1
425.2
1.25
12
1295.0
10473.3
267.9
2768.1
1.13
993.4
12.5
7245.2
209.8
1904.9
1.09
12.7
475.8
2603.8
106.3
674.7
0.99
13
729.2
4714.2
157.7
1231.9
1.05
Calculated from equation 20 in the text.
C alcu lated from equation 16 in the text.
C alcu lated from equation 21 in the text.
C alcu lated from equation 22 in the text.
^C alculated from equation 23 in the text.

Shear stress and unit stream power derived from Costa (1983) are much larger
than those derived from O ’Connor (1993). Two factors are the probable cause for the
differences: the difference between the flow strength necessary to initiate particle
motion and that needed to sustain motion; and the use o f energy-slope values (instead
o f water-surface or channel slopes) in calculating the hydraulic variables for the
Bonneville data set (O ’Connor, 1993).
Maximum unit stream power values calculated from the regression equations
exceeded more than 20,000 w/m2. For comparison, maximum calculated unit streampower values reported for historical large flash floods rarely exceeded 8,000 w/m 2 and
the Teton dam failure o f 1976 unit stream power was about 10,000 w/m2 (Baker and
Costa, 1987). Maximum unit stream power for the largest o f the M issoula Floods
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achieved values o f however reached 250,000 to 300,000 w/m 2 (Baker and Costa,
1987). In contrast, the largest floods on the alluvial Amazon and Mississippi Rivers
have produced unit stream powers o f only about 12 w/m (Baker and Costa, 1987).
5.7 Flow Regime
Flow regime is defined by the flow Froude Number F:

IT -

V

(2 3 )

where g is the acceleration o f gravity and D is the flow depth. Supercritical or
shooting flow occurs when F > 1.0, while lower regime flow, common in tranquil
subcritical rivers, is defined by F <1.0 (Baker and Komar, 1987). Froude numbers
greater than 1.0 is unusual in alluvial channels as supercritical flow cannot be
sustained for any appreciable length o f time because boundary erosion increases
depth, decreases velocity, and reduces Froude numbers below 1.0 (Baker and Costa,
1983). In bedrock channels, supercritical flow is more common and can be sustained
for longer periods of time (Baker and Costa, 1983).
Froude numbers calculated for the Okmok flood route along the north flank o f
the volcano are given in Table 5.3 and are plotted with Froude numbers calculated
along the Caldera Breach in Fig. 5.4. Within the Caldera Breach reach where the
flood is confined and has a much greater depth, Froude numbers are < 1 .0 indicating
subcritical flow. On o f the flank o f the volcano where the flood is unconfined, the
depth is lowered dramatically and the Froude numbers are > 1.0 indicating
supercritical flow.
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Depth (m)

Fig. 5.4 Depth-velocity diagram for the large flood flow. Values shown in Table 5.4.
Solid line separates supercritical from subcritical flow (equation 23) and dashed line is
the critical condition for the inception o f cavitation (equation 24). The majority o f the
flow was supercritical and flows within the channeled scablands achieved cavitation.
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Plotted also on Fig. 5.4 is the critical condition for the inception o f cavitation,
Vc (m/s), given by the equation:
Fc =2.6(10

D24>
+
(

where D is flow depth (m) (Barnes, 1956). Cavitation occurs when extremely high
stream velocity causes a sufficiently large reduction in pressure that the vapor pressure
of water is reached, and water vapor occurs as small bubbles (Baker and Costa, 1983).
If flow velocity decreases lowering the pressure, these bubbles become unstable and
collapse with a force >30,000 atm resulting in very erosive behavior (Barnes, 1956).
Flows that exceed the cavitation threshold are extremely unstable and very rare. Most
o f the velocity and depth data points for the Okmok flood plot below this threshold
however a several points achieved cavitation within the channeled scabland reaches.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION OF FLOODING EVENTS
Discharge estimates for the large Okmok outburst flood are summarized in
Figure 5.1 and Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Field evidence and dimensionless analysis indicate
that dam failure was virtually instantaneous and thus, peak discharge at the outlet was
primarily a function o f its dimensions and geometry, rather than lake drawdown
during its formation. SMPDBK modeling o f the flood wave through the Caldera
Breach also indicates that near instantaneous breach formation presents the most
reasonable values of peak discharge and peak flood height matching field evidence
and other dam break discharge calculations. Modeling o f the large Okmok flood as a
dam breach is appropriate and landslide breach failure models most likely represent
reliable estimates for minimum peak outflow discharge.
Dimensionless analysis and dam-break analogue models best represent the
large Okmok flood hydrology and their results are believed to be accurate measures o f
peak discharge values at the Caldera Beach. It is believed a landslide dam model best
represents the unconsolidated hydrothermally altered wall rock for dam-break
analogues, although the actual dam is a hybrid o f both constructed and landslide dam
characteristics. The SMPDBK results are useful in determining timing of the breach
failure however, the discharge estimates produced appear much lower than what
would be expected for highly erosive flows through the gorge. Discharges, velocities
and depths calculated using boulder diameter data represent minimum values and
should be regarded as such. Stream power values are most likely best represented by
O ’Connor’s (1993) shear stress and stream power regression equations.
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Initiation o f the large flood, occurring between 1560 and 1010 yr. B.P.
(discussed in Chapter 7), was most likely eruption caused. Surge deposits, showing
evidence o f wet emplacement, laterally grading into and interbedded within the large
flood deposit at Cape Tanak provides strong evidence o f an eruptive event occurring
contemporaneously as the large flood release. It is therefore likely that the causing
mechanism for the caldera breach is a displacement o f the intracaldera-lake over the
low point of the 2050 yr. B.P. crater wall due to an eruption occurring within the lake,
and subsequent failure o f the rim.
Peak discharge at and through the breach likely exceeded 105 m3/s but
probably did not surpass the dimensionless calculated discharge o f 1.9 x 106 m 3/s.
Once the flood wave exited the gorge onto the broad flat flank o f the volcano, the
depth and discharge decreased as the flood spread out laterally as it was no longer
confined. However, peak discharge values most likely still exceeded 105 m 3/s
downstream to near the former shoreline as estimated by discharges derived from
flow-competence analysis o f boulder deposits on the flood modified north flank o f the
volcano. Discharge, boulder diameters, and depth in general decrease further from the
breach, with discharge lowering to values near 104 m3/s as the flood enters the Bering
Sea approximately 13 km from the breach. However, due to the short distance o f the
flood route (~13 km to the former shoreline) compared to other caldera dam breach
routes (i.e. -2 5 km for Aniakchak), it is difficult to determine an absolute decreasing
trend in the calculated discharges. The discharge estimates indicate that the Okmok
flood is comparable in terms of discharge and volume o f water released to some o f the
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largest known examples of natural and artificial dam breaches in the world (Figs. 6.1
and 6.2) and is the largest volcanic dam breach flood in terms o f discharge.
As the flood wave exited the Caldera Breach, majority of the flood wave
flowed along the Crater Creek channel route, as indicated by the extensive erosional
features and channeled scablands along the Crater Creek channel route, fanning out to
a width o f approximately 5 km where it entered the Bering Sea from the former
shoreline and began depositing a submarine boulder fan out into the Sea. Some o f the
flood wave spilled over the 40 m high ridge forming the east wall o f the Crater Creek
channel as it exited the gorge and most likely entered previously existing gullies on
the northeast volcano flank, deepening and widening them as it eroded down and
receded into the 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite. To the west of the flood fan, minor amounts
of the flood wave flowed into and was confined to New Jersey Creek, entering the
Bering Sea west o f Ashishik Point. Duration o f the flood as the entire caldera lake
was drained ranged from approximately 50 minutes using discharge estimates from
dimensionless analysis to just over 1 day from discharges calculated using dam break
analogy equations with the most likely duration of the former. The peak flood wave
nearly inundated the entire north flank o f the volcano striping the overlying tephra and
ash deposits down to and into the 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite, reaching water depths o f
up to 125 m within the Caldera Breach gorge and -1 0 m depth when it entered the
Bering Sea from the former shoreline (Fig. 6.3). The high ridge stretching to Ashishik
Point prevented the flood from reaching beyond New Jersey Creek to the west.
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Volume of water release, V0 (m3)
Fig. 6.1 Comparison o f volume vs. discharge o f the Okmok large flood release with
other examples o f large floods. Shown are caldera breach floods (W aythomas, et al.,
1996; Manville, et ah, 1999), large Pleistocene floods (Baker and Bunker, 1985; Jarrett
and Malde, 1987; Teller and Thorliefson, 1987; O ’Connor and Baker, 1992; O ’Connor,
1993) and historic natural and artificial dam failures (Costa, 1988). Regression lines for
constructed, landslide and glacial dams are from Costa (1988).
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Dam Factor (Height x Volume)
Fig. 6.2 Comparison o f dam factor (Height o f dam x volume) vs. discharge o f the
Okmok large flood release with other examples o f large floods. Shown are caldera
breach floods (Waythomas, et ah, 1996; Manville, et ah, 1999), large Pleistocene floods
(Baker and Bunker, 1985; Jarrett and Malde, 1987; Teller and Thorliefson, 1987; Baker
et ah, 1993; O ’Connor and Baker, 1992; O ’Connor, 1993) and historic natural and
artificial dam failures (Costa, 1988). Regression lines for constructed, landslide and
glacial dams are from Costa (1988).

Distance downstream from The Caldera Breach (m)
Crater Creek Channel Profile

~~m

~

Flood Height

Dam Height

Fig. 6.3 Peak flood heights from the large flood release. The flood height dramatically dropped as the flood wave exited the
Caldera breach and spread out across the surface o f the north flank o f the volcano. Elevation is given in meters (ASL— above
sea level).
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In addition to the large flood event, a much smaller flood release occurred 190
yr. B.P. (discussed in Chapter 7). The flood was confined to the Crater Creek channel
until reaching the former shoreline where it then spread out and slightly modified the
flood fan surface. The timing o f the small flood is close to the historic major eruption
of 1817 A.D. (discussed in Chapter 7). The flood therefore is likely associated with
this eruptive event, which probably disrupted a small lake in the caldera or rapidly
melted snow in the crater as the eruption occurred in the early spring (Coats, 1950). A
small Aleut village located at Cape Tanak was destroyed during that eruption and the
small flood is the likely agent o f that disaster.
Possible errors in calculations o f peak discharge for the large Okmok flood
could have arisen in several of the methods used. The flow-competence equations o f
Komar (1989) give discharge estimate in terms o f the largest particles moved by the
flood. W aythomas et al. (1996) noted that errors associated with use o f K om ar’s
(1989) flow-competence equations in modeling the Aniakchak flood, is due to the
relation of the equation to the threshold conditions for particle entrainment. It is
assumed for the Okmok flood as at Aniakchak, many o f the large basalt clasts were
derived from the caldera breach and fell into the flow as the breach collapsed. Thus,
W aythomas et al. (1996) concluded that because conditions for entrainment may
significantly exceed those required for sustained clast motion, the boulders could have
been transported by a smaller flow than estimated with the method o f Komar (1989).
However, in the case o f Okmok, the majority o f the boulders present on the fan
surface are composed o f the 2050 B. P. ignimbrite covering the flank o f the volcano,
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which were eroded and entrained in the flow indicating that the method o f Komar
(1989) in calculating peak discharges is valid.
Other errors that can be attributed to the use o f the Komar (1989) equation
(equation 11) are that the relation was derived from measurements o f clast transport
involving particle sizes considerably smaller than those found in the Okmok flood
deposits. Although reasonable estimates o f discharge were obtained using this
method, discharges were more variable and increased in some cases as the flow
continued further from the breach.
In the paleohydraulic reconstruction modeled by the SMPDBK computer
model, errors could be accounted for by the considerable scour and widening along the
spillway reach as well as errors in the estimation o f M anning’s n used for varying
reaches of the breach.
The regression relations (equations 4-10) are useful in providing a rapid
method for estimating peak discharges from dam failures but must be used cautiously.
The equations are based on data collected for various historical natural, constructed,
and moraine dam failures by a variety of methods and fitted with varying best-fit
curve regressions. None o f the equations account for physically based variables o f
dam failure, and in most situations the estimated peak discharge is less than the value
at the breach (W aythomas et al., 1996).
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CHAPTER 7: RADIOCARBON AGE DATES
Six radiometric age determinations from organic soil and charcoal samples
were collected from sites on the flood affected area o f the north flank o f Okmok
Volcano, listed in Table 7.1 (sample locations given in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.2), to
better constrain the timing o f the two flood events and tephra deposits. Prior to
radiocarbon analysis, soil samples were oven dried at low (30-50° C) temperatures and
pretreated with acid washes to remove unwanted carbonate material and secondary
carbon components. Charcoal samples to be analyzed by AMS were pretreated with a
hot acid/alkali/acid bath. Conventional dating techniques were used for three samples,
which required extended counting times due to small sample size, and three samples
were dated with the AMS technique (Table 7.2).
Table 7.1 Sample numbers o f the six radiometric age assays
and associated index numbers referred to in the text and Table 7.2.
Sample Number Index Number
OO-OK-71-2
2
OO-OK-71-3/4
5
OO-OK-83-1
6
OO-OK-104-4
7
00-OK-104-14C
8
OO-OK-104-3
9

Beta Analytic Inc. o f Miami, Florida preformed radiometric dating for all
samples. Measured ages were calculated using a l4C half-life o f
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years. Ratios o f

13 12
C/ C were directly measured on samples analyzed by AMS and estimated for
samples analyzed with conventional dating techniques. Estimated stable carbon
isotope ratios were based on the values typical for soil samples

(-2 5 % o ).

The reported

conventional 14C age represent the measured age after measured or estimated 13C /12C

Table 7.2 Radiocarbon age dates associated with flooding events and caldera-forming eruptions at Okmok Volcano.
¥ ,
Index
Number**

. .
Laboratory
Num ber

Measured C
.
/n m , .

1#

B eta-142162

2 Sigm a Calibrated
Age R ange(s)f
(Probabilities)

C

13C /12C
Ratio

Conventional
14C Age (BP)

20 ± 6 0

-25.1% o

10 ± 6 0

Cal AD 1682-1734 (0.248)
1806-1931 (0.692)
1947-1955 (0.060)

soil

Age o f the small flood release

Beta-151838

190 ± 60c

-25.0%o*

190±60c

Cal AD 1534-1538 (0.004)
1636-1951 (0.996)

soil

Age o f the small flood release

3#

Beta-142161

600 ± 80

-24.6% o

610 ± 80

Cal AD 1270-1441 (1.000)

soil

M inim um age o f the large flood release

4*

Beta-142155

820±110c

-24.9% o

830 ± 110c

Cal AD 9 9 9-1318(0.966)
1352-1388 (0.034)

soil

M aximum age o f last six eruptive events

Beta-151839

1010 ± 4 0 a

-25.3% o

1010 ± 40a

Cal AD 9 0 2 -917(0.022)
962-1068 (0.744)
1081-1127 (0.145)
1136-1158(0.088)

soil

M inim um age o f the large flood release

Beta-151840

1560 ± 6 0 c

-25.<

1560 ± 6 0 c

Cal AD 389-624 (0.990)
628-638 (0.010)

soil

M axim um age o f the large flood release

Beta-151842

1860±40a

-27.2% o

1820±40a

Cal AD 83-105 (0.037)
117-260 (0.858)
279-294 (0.026)
296-324 (0.079)

charcoal

M axim um age o f post-2nd caldera surge eruption

8

Beta-151843

1930 ± 4 0 a

-27.3% o

1890 ± 4 0 a

Cal AD 29-40 (0.027)
52-234 (0.973)

charcoal

M axim um age o f post-2nd caldera surge eruption

9

Beta-151841

2240 ± 9 0 c

-25.0% o*

2240 ± 9 0 c

Cal BC 518-455 (0.029)
455-435 (0.009)
435-42 (0.962)
6-4 (0.001)

soil

M axim um age o f p o s t ^ caldera surge eruption

10**

Beta-142154

2030 ± 6 0

-28.2% o

1980 ± 6 0

Cal BC 165-128 (0.031)
122-AD 133 (0.964)
Cal AD 164-167 (0.002)
202-206 (0.002)

soil

Age o f 2nd caldera-form ing event

11**

Beta-142157

2020 ± 50

-26.5%o

2000 ± 50

Cal BC 153-134 (0.021)
116-AD 88 (0.944)
Cal AD 100-124 (0.035)

soil

Age o f 2nd caldera-form ing event

sigma

M aterial

Com m ents

Table 6.2 cont.
Index
Num ber

Laboratory
Num ber

M easured i4C
Age (BP) ± 1
sigm a

!3C /,2C
Ratio

Conventional
14C Age (BP)

2 Sigma Calibrated |4C

Age R ange(s)f
(Probabilities)

Index
Number

L aboratory Num ber

12**

2030 ± 40

Cal BC 162-130(0.061)
119-AD 34 (0.870)
Cal AD 36-60 (0.070)

soil

Age o f 2nd caldera-form ing event

13**

2060 ± 60

Cal BC 345-323 (0.019)
225-225 (0.001)
203-AD 71 (0.980)

soil

Age o f 2nd caldera-form ing event

Cal BC 351-315 (0.045)
312-301 (0.007)
230-219(0.010)
209-AD 34 (0.917)
Cal AD 36-57 (0.021)
Cal BC 398-92 (0.998)
66-65 (0.002)

soil

Age o f 2nd caldera-form ing event

soil

Age o f 2nd caldera-form ing event

soil

M aximum age o f pre-2nd caldera surge eruption

soil

M axim um age o f pre-2nd caldera surge eruption

14"

Beta-142153

2100 ± 6 0

-26.4%o

2080 ± 60

15"

B eta-142152

2230 ± 90a

-26.1% o

2210 ± 7 0 a

16*

B eta-142158

2650 ± 6 0

-25.5%o

2650 ± 60

Cal BC 970-959
936-759
683-665
634-590
579-556

17*

Beta-142159

2810 ± 7 0

-26.1% o

2790 ± 70

Cal BC 1185-1184 (0.001)
1127-810(0.999)

2nd Caldera-form ing event

2050 ± 30

(0.009)
(0.930)
(0.018)
(0.030)
(0.013)

Cal BC 164-129 (0.102)
120-AD 4 (0.862)
Cal AD 7-21 (0.037)

a Indicates AMS date
c Indicates sam ple required extended counting
* Estim ated value
* Begdt, unpublished data
**Begdt and Larsen, 2001
+ Calculated using m ethod B o f Stuiver and Reimer, 1993 (Version 4.1) and the calibration data set o f Stuiver et al., 1998.
** Index num ber refers to sample num bers listed in Table 7.1

Average o f sam ples 10-15
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ratio corrections were applied. Measured and estimated l3C /12C ratios were calculated
relative to the PDB-1 international standard and the radiocarbon years before present
(RCYBP) ages were normalized to

-2 5 % o .

Calibrated calendar age ranges at two

standard deviations o f the conventional radiocarbon age data for each sample was
obtained using the CALIB 4.1 computer program of Stuiver and Reimer (1993) and is
listed in Table

7 .2 .

In order to quantify the probability that the age o f any one sample

is represented by each o f its calibrated age ranges, we used method B o f the CALIB
4.1 program.
Included in Table 7.2 is radiocarbon age determination data obtained from Dr.
Jim Beget (unpublished data) and Beget and Larsen (2001) for ten samples also
processed at Beta Analytic Inc using the same conventional and AMS techniques
listed above. Six soil samples (10-15), consisting of plant material incinerated during
the second caldera-forming eruption, were taken from deposits immediately below the
ignimbrite deposit (Beget and Larsen, 2001). Two samples (16 and 17) are from a soil
horizon below a surge deposit and eruption below the ignimbrite deposit. Three
samples (1,3 and 4) were taken from soil horizons above the large flood deposit and
provide limiting dates on both flood events and mid- to late-Holocene tephras. Ages
for the samples ranged from 2810 to 10 yr. B.P. (Table 7.2).
All ages are in accord with known stratigraphic order except for two dates.
Sample 3, is thought to be too young as a result o f contamination by young organic
material (rootlets) or a possible deposition and time gap caused by storm wave erosion
due to the sample site’s close proximity to the shoreline and sea level. Sample 9 is
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over 300 years older than AMS ages from the same deposit and over 100 years older
than the 2nd caldera-forming eruption ages.
Figure 7.1 displays the most likely timing o f flooding events, tephra deposition
and the 2nd caldera-forming eruption based on highest probability age ranges
determined by method B o f the CALIB 4.1 program. Bracketing ages for the large
flood event are bounded by a lower limiting age o f 1560 ± 60 yr. B.P. (6) and a date
on a soil sample directly above the flood deposit (5) provides an upper limiting age o f
1010 ± 40 yr. B.P. Corrected calendar ages, calculated using Stuiver and Reimer
(1993) method B, of the bracketing dates indicate the large flood event occurred
between 389 and 1068 A.D.
The smaller younger flood is constrained by two soil samples (1 and 2) from
directly below the young flood deposit which yield ages o f 190 ± 60 yr B.P and 10 ±
60 yr. B.P. Corrected calendar dates for the 190 yr. B.P. age range from 1636-1951
A.D. with a probability distribution at 1 sigma o f 55% that the date falls within 17261813 A.D. The 10 yr. B.P. corrected calendar dates ranged from 1806-1931 A.D. at 2
sigma with a probability distribution o f 70%. Both date ranges are very close to the
timing o f the major historic explosive eruption o f 1817 A.D. (Coats, 1950) in which an
Aleut village situated at Cape Tanak was reportedly buried by large quantities o f
ejecta (Byers, 1947, citing Grewingk, 1850). There are also references to a “flow of
ashes” (Petroff, 1884, citing Grewingk, 1850) during the 1817 eruption. A large ejecta
deposit thick enough to bury a small village is noticeably absent in the stratigraphic
sequence at Cape Tanak, however the 50-75 cm sand and gravel deposit present at
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Fig. 7.1 Plot of highest probability 2 sigma calibrated age ranges presented in Table 7.2.
Dashed lines represent anomalous age results discussed in text and are ignored. Shaded
area denotes the most probable timing o f event.
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Cape Tanak deposited by a heavily ash and sediment laden flood wave could easily
have destroyed the village and had the appearance of a “flow of ashes.” We therefore
conclude that the young flood event occurred as a result o f the 1817 A.D. eruption and
is most likely the agent that destroyed the Aleut village on Cape Tanak. Several age
dates derived from numerous samples (10-15) under the thick ignimbrite deposits on
the volcano flank (Beget and Larsen, 2001) correlate to the second caldera-forming
event and when averaged together, provide an age o f this event. The weighted mean
age was calculated using a running mean and mean square weighted deviation
(MSWD) technique (Gansecki et al., 1998; Layer, 2000). An MSWD greater than the
critical value o f (1 + 2[2/(« - 2)]'/2) for n points indicates a >95% probability that the
scatter cannot be explained by analytical error alone. All six samples have a weighted
mean average age o f 2050 ± 30 yr. B.P. and have MSWD values less than the critical
value (Fig 7.2). This corresponds to a corrected calendar date o f 46 B.C. (Beget and
Larsen, 2001). Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that all six samples should
be included in the weighted mean average. This age is much younger than the
previously reported age o f 2400 yr. B.P. by Miller and Smith (1987) for the second
caldera-forming event, which was based on a single radiocarbon age assay. We have
reinterpreted the timing o f the second caldera-forming eruption to be given by the
younger age date.
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In dex n u m b er

Fig 7.2 Plot o f radiocarbon ages (with error o f 1 sigma) and the running mean age for the
2nd caldera-forming eruption from Table 7.2. Also shown is a plot o f MSWD and critical
value (see text). Inclusion o f all samples in the running mean result in an MSW D less
than the critical value and provide a mean age o f 2050 ± 30 yr. B.P.
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CHAPTER 8: POST-FLOOD ERUPTION HISTORY
Historic activity o f Okmok volcano is recorded by Miller et al. (1998) and
includes at least 16 eruptive events since 1805. However, early records o f eruptive
activity at Okmok are prone to exaggerations and errors (Coats, 1950; M iller et al.,
1998) and likely several o f the historic 16 events are false. M ajor explosive eruptions
did occur in 1817, 1899 (Coats, 1950). Less violent effusive events occurred over the
past 200 years in the 1820’s, 1931, 1938, 1945, 1958, 1960, 1981, 1983, 1986, 19871988 and the most recent being an eruption from Cone A in 1997 producing lava
fountains, multiple spatter-fed and effusive lava flows (M iller et al., 1998). All
historic eruptions are thought to have occurred from Cone A (Miller et al., 1998).
Pre-historic major eruptive events can be identified by examination o f tephra
deposits exposed in outcrops on the flanks o f the volcano. Effusive events and less
violent eruptions within the caldera are most likely not present in the tephra record as
they are confined to the volcano crater. Preservation o f tephra deposits however, is
hampered by several factors including susceptibility to wind direction and erosion,
storm wave erosion near sea level, and in the case at Okmok, erosion by fluvial and
catastrophic flooding events. Eruptive history between the 2050 yr. B.P. calderaforming eruption and the large flood event on a portion o f the north flank o f the
volcano is lost due to the considerable erosion by the flood waters, however, an
excellent tephra record is present on top o f the flood deposit and the post-flood
eruption history o f the last 1000 years can be inferred and correlated across the flood
fan.
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Due to the absence o f tephra records between the 2nd caldera forming event and
the large flood, the largest post-caldera and pre-flood large eruptive event occurring
between 1820-1890 yr. B.P. (Table 6.2) was noted at site OO-OK-104 on the southeast
flank of the volcano. The deposit consisted o f a 10 m thick sequence o f planar-bedded
surges, showing evidence o f wet emplacement including clastic dikes, load structures
and accretionary lapilli. The wet surge producing eruption likely erupted through a
caldera lake, possibly associated with an eruption from Cone D, which also shows
evidence o f erupting through a caldera lake (Fig. 2.3) (Byers, 1959). The wet surge
indicates that establishment o f a caldera lake occurred within 200 years following the
2nd caldera-forming eruption.
Several stratigraphic sequences were described across the flood fan (Fig. 8.1)
to provide an accurate correlation and history o f the major eruptive events since the
large flood event. A notable stratigraphic marker that could be traced across the entire
flood fan surface was a “couplet” eruptive event sequence including a thinner fine
grained air-fall unit and a thicker more coarse-grained scoria air-fall unit separated by
a thin brown silt layer and is useful in correlating deposits. An organic soil layer
directly beneath the “couplet” provided an age o f 830 yr. B.P. (Beget, unpublished
data, shown in Table 6.2) and counting the tephra deposits above the organic soil at
site OO-OK-1 and OO-OK-16 (Fig. 8.1), at least six major eruptive events producing
air-fall tephras occurred in the last 900 years. Two o f the last six eruptive events
produced coarse-grained air-fall deposits o f 10 and 15 cm thick. Six tephra deposits
and one small surge deposit at site OO-OK-16
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Young flood
gravel
Surge
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Large flood
gravel/cobbles/
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Thinly bedded
silts and sands
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* Erosion surface

Fig. 8.1 Strati graphic correlations o f flood deposits and tephras from selected sites on the Okmok flood surface. Correlations
discussed in text.
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lie below the 830 yr. B.P. soil indicating at least seven major eruptive events occurred
between 1010 yr. B.P. and 830 yr. B.P.
The “couplet” stratigraphic marker is noticeably absent at Cape Tanak (site 00OK-71) indicating a gap in the tephra sequence most likely due to storm wave erosion
as the site’s location on the shoreline is in close proximity to wave erosion o f the
Bering Sea. A thick surge and lahar deposit is exposed at the mouth o f Crater Creek at
this site (Fig. 8.1) indicating a large eruptive event occurred most likely after the
“couplet” sequence and is another source o f possible erosion o f the tephra sequence at
Cape Tanak. This thick surge and lahar sequence is absent at other stratigraphic sites
on the flood fan indicating the surge and lahar were most likely contained to the Crater
Creek channel and is possibly concurrent with the eruption that produced a 10-15 cm
thick tephra deposit overlying the “couplet”. The eruption associated with the surge
and lahar predates the 1817 eruption and lies stratigraphically lower than a soil sample
directly under the young flood deposit thought to have occurred as a result o f the 1817
eruption. The tephra sequence above the surge and lahar deposit is absent, having
been eroded by the young flood deposit.
The tephra sequences (Fig. 8.1) indicate at least thirteen major eruptive events
have occurred since 1010 yr. B.P. At least six major eruptive events, one large enough
to produce a thick surge and lahar deposit along Crater Creek, occurred approximately
every 140 years since 830 yr. B.P. and at least seven took place approximately every
25 years between 1010 and 830 yrs. B.P. M inor effusive eruptions appear to occur
approximately every 40 years based on historic eruption data.
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CHAPTER 9: TEPHRA GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS
The geochemical composition o f approximately 18 glass shard samples were
obtained using electron microprobe analysis (EMA) and 15 geochemical EMA results
from tephra glass shard samples acquired previously at Okmok by Beget (unpublished
data) were analyzed in this study to aide in regional correlations and define the
geochemical composition o f post-flood eruptions. Tephra samples analyzed were
selected based on their potential as significant local regional tephras. Glass
compositions range from basaltic andesite to dacite although the majority, including
all the glass shard samples collected in this study, is basaltic andesite (Fig. 9.1).
Results o f EMA are presented in Appendix C.
The geochemical results for the samples collected in this study from tephras
above the large flood deposit plot in two distinct fields o f slightly lower silica oxide
values (-53.5 wt. %) and slightly higher silica oxide values (-55 wt %). Lower silica
values generally are found for older tephras lower in the stratigraphic section and
higher values in more recent tephras. This difference indicates major air-fall tephra
producing eruptions since the large flood release possibly originated from two
different vent sources in the caldera. All major eruptive events occurring since the
large flood release are basaltic andesite. The dacite tephra is from a deposit directly
underneath the 2050 yr. B.P. ignimbrite (Beget, unpublished data) and is associated
with the 2nd caldera-forming eruptive event.
To aide in correlating the most significant tephras used as local
chronostratigraphic markers, geochemical analysis was completed on discrete glass
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SiO,

Fig. 9.1 Glass shard data from Okmok tephra in this study and from Beget (unpublished
data). Tephras ranged from basaltic andesite to dacite. Classification and discrimination
lines are from La Bas et al. (1986). Tephra results from samples collected in this study
plot in two distinct fields o f lower and higher S i0 2 values and are discussed in text.
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grains in selected tephra samples using the electron microprobe. Correlation o f tephra
from site to site is usually done by comparison o f major element geochemistry,
stratigraphic relationships, and geochronology. Major element geochemistry is the
most useful means o f tephra characterization and many extensive regional tephras
have been successfully traced as chronostratigraphic markers using geochemical
analysis (Beget et al., 1991; Beget et al., 1992).
Correlation o f significant tephra deposits is usually completed by statistical
comparison o f multivariate geochemistry, most simply done by calculating similarity
coefficients (Borchardt et al., 1972). Similarity coefficients compare the geochemical
likeness o f one sample to another calculated from comparisons o f mean analytical
values o f oxide data. They do not consider differences in the magnitude o f standard
deviations or analytical precision. Similarity coefficients were used in this study to
compare quantitatively the degree o f resemblance between mean geochemical
analyses obtained for the Okmok tephra samples.
The similarity coefficient calculated for tephras is defined as the average o f the
ratios o f oxide compositions, determined so that each ratio is less than 1 and expressed
by the equation:

n

(24)
d(A,B) =

where

)equals d (B j)
,B
d(A

n

and is the similarity coefficient for comparison between

sample A and sample B, i is the elemental number, n is the number o f elements, and Rt
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is either X lA/X lfi if X iB> X iA or X iB/X,A if X lA > X iB where X iA is the concentration o f
element

iin sample A, and X iB is the concentration of element in sample B

(Borchardt et al., 1972).
Because analytical precision is relatively poor for oxides or elements with low
concentrations, the concentration o f Cl, present in a concentration o f less than 1 wt.%,
is not included in calculations o f the similarity coefficient. Analyses that are identical
will have similarity coefficients o f 1.0. However, because the analytical precision o f
the electron microprobe ranges, similarity coefficients o f 1.0 should not be expected,
even for repeat analyses o f the same sample (Beget et al., 1991).
In general, similarity coefficient values >0.95 are considered to indicate
equivalence o f tephra samples (Riehle, 1985) and similarity coefficient values o f 0.600.90 are typically obtained between noncorrelative, unrelated tephras (Beget et al.,
1991). Similarity coefficient values between 0.90 and 0.94 are considered to be from
the same source volcano but are not considered to be from the same eruption (Beget et
al., 1992).
Similarity coefficient results indicate positive matches for the upper “couplet”
eruption (Table 9.1) and the deposit is correlative across the fan surface. Results for
the upper most tephra deposit in the stratigraphic sequence (Fig. 8.1) also are positive
matches (Table 9.2) and the deposit is correlative as well.
Table 9.1 Similarity coefficient correlation matrix o f the upper “couplet”
tephra.
OO-OK-1-4
OO-OK-1-4
OO-OK-16-4
OO-OK-22-2
OO-OK-42-2

TOO
0.98
0.94
0.95

OO-OK-16-4

1.00
0.95
0.96

OO-OK-22-2

OO-OK-42-2

1.00
0.95

1.00
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Table 9.2 Similarity coefficient correlation matrix o f the upper most tephra deposit in
the stratigraphic sequence and Cone B.
OO-OK-16-6
OO-OK-16-6
OO-OK-19-1
OO-OK-22-1
OO-OK-42-1
O O -O K -71-1

OO-OK-19-1

OO-OK-22-1

OO-OK-42-1

OO-OK-71-1

1.00
0.98

1.00

1.00
0 .9 6

1.00

0 .9 8

0 .9 5

1.00

0 .9 6

0 .9 7

0 .9 7

0.96

0.96

0.98

This upper-most tephra (Fig. 8.1) also matches the chemical composition o f
scoria from Cone B (OO-OK-19) and likely resulted from an eruption from this cone.
This tephra deposit post-dates the 190 yr. B.P. flood event therefore indicating at least
one historic eruption occurred from Cone B and not all historic eruptions originated
from Cone A as previously reported (Byers, 1959, Miller et al., 1998).
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CHAPTER 10: HAZARDS
This study documents a large catastrophic flood from an intracaldera lake at
Okmok volcano caused by failure o f the caldera wall releasing 5.8 x 109 m3 o f water
down the north flank o f the volcano with discharges o f 105 m3/s as well as a smaller
flood release in 1817 A.D. that most likely destroyed an Aleut village. W aythomas et
al., (1996) hypothesized that floods from caldera lakes are a common phenomenon
based on evidence from calderas in Alaska and Kamchatka and was further validated
by the evidence presented by Manville et al. (1999) for a catastrophic flood from Lake
Taupo. In both the case o f Aniakchak and Lake Taupo as well as for Okmok,
discharge and volume values from the floods exceed historical constructed dam break
values (Fig. 7.1), are the largest floods o f the Holocene, and indicate dam-failure
floods caused by the collapse or overtopping o f the rim of a lake-filled caldera and
subsequent rapid drainage of the lake are potentially the most hazardous type o f
natural flood. Evidence presented in this study o f Okmok indicate at least two flood
events, one catastrophic in nature and the other much smaller in size and discharge yet
still erosive and destructive, further show that caldera breaches and catastrophic
drainage of intracaldera lakes are indeed a common phenomenon.
The large volumes of water released from intracaldera lakes pose the potential
for serious hydrologic disasters in populated areas and can cause great destruction to
property and life. Two historical catastrophic caldera lake floods that caused loss o f
life and destruction of property are well documented in New Zealand. In 1953, the
crater lake o f Ruapehu breached a temporary barrier o f ash and ice eight years after an
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eruption and caused a flood that claimed 151 lives (Healy, 1954). At Lake Tarawera
in 1904, a pyroclastic barrier emplaced during the 1886 eruption o f Tarawera failed,
causing a flood that affected communities for 40 km downstream (White et al., 1997).
Consequently, Manville et al. (1999) noted the likelihood o f large-scale floods,
possibly occurring decades to centuries after the volcanic activity that created the
intracaldera lakes, must be considered in any analysis o f caldera volcanic hazards.
In a table presented by Waythomas et al (1996) (Table 5.1) o f present day
caldera lakes around the world, several o f the larger caldera lakes are near and within
highly populated areas. One volcano in particular (Crater Lake in Oregon) is even a
National Park servicing over a million visitors a year. Because o f the potential for a
devastating flood occurring, a hazard assessment o f potential crater-rim instabilities
and potential flood route and inundation areas should be undertaken devising potential
warning systems and emergency actions.
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CHAPTER 11: SUM M ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A near instantaneous failure o f the caldera rim at Okmok volcano between
Q

^

1560 and 1010 yr. B.P. released 5.8 x 10 m o f water stored inside the caldera as an
intracaldera lake, which flowed catastrophically down the north flank o f the volcano
reaching peak discharges o f 10? m3/s. Failure o f the dam was caused by over-topping
o f the caldera rim by the caldera lake displaced by an eruptive event from a vent
within the caldera. The erosional effects o f the flood carved a deep gorge into the side
o f the caldera and scoured the overlying tephra and soil deposits, eroding down into
the underlying 2050 B. P. ignimbrite generating erosional features similar to those
described for the large Pleistocene floods including coulee-like channels, channeled
scablands, stream-lined features, and large boulder deposits.
A second much smaller flood release occurred 190 yr. B.P. as a result o f the
March 1817 eruptive event, either displacing a small lake in the crater or by rapid
melting o f snow and ice. The flood scoured and modified the Caldera Breach and
Crater Creek channels as it flowed out o f the crater. The flood-waters remained
constrained to the Crater Creek channel until it reached the boulder fan at Cape Tanak,
where it overtopped the channel and slightly modified the boulder fan eroding 2-4 m
deep channels across the surface o f the fan as well as destroying an Aleut village.
Wind direction allowed deposition o f a thick tephra sequence overlying the
large flood deposit indicating at least thirteen major eruptive events have occurred
sincelOlO yr. B.P. Six o f the thirteen major eruptive events occurred approximately
every 140 years since 830 yr. B.P. and at least seven took place approximately every
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25 years between 1010 and 830 yrs. B.P. Several more eruptive events most likely
took place but wind conditions during the eruption did not preserve tephra deposits on
the north flank o f the volcano. M inor effusive eruptions most likely occur
approximately every 40 years based on historic eruption data, however are confined to
the crater and are not preserved in tephra records.
Identification o f these two flood deposits further validates the hypothesis that
floods from caldera breaches are a common occurrence and constitute a significant
volcanic hazard in areas o f high population. More extensive studies on identifying
past caldera breach deposits in areas o f volcanism would help to further delineate the
common occurrence of these types o f floods as well as constrain potential volume
releases and peak discharges for future hazard assessments.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF SYMBOLS
Table A .l List o f symbols from equations as described in the text.
Symbol

Definition

Amount of lake lowering or breach depth (m)
d Intermediate diameter o f the five largest boulders (mm
or cm)
Similarity coefficient
d(A,B)
D
Average flow depth (m)
Dc
Height o f the dam crest relative to dam base (m)
Intermediate axis diameter of the largest particle moved
D bt
by the flow (m)
Potential energy (joules)
EP
F
Froude number
Acceleration o f gravity (9.8 m/s2)
#
k
Dimensionless rate of breach growth
k
Rate of breach growth (m/hr)
n
Mannings coefficient o f roughness
Critical
water discharge per unit channel width
qt
Peak discharge (m3/s)
Qp*
Dimensionless measure o f peak discharge
Qp
Dimensional discharge (m3/s) (same as peak discharge)
Qp
> X lB
R Either X lA/ X iB i f X iB > X lA or X iB/ X iA if
S
Channel slope (m/m)
V
Average velocity (m/s)
vc
Critical condition for the inception o f cavitation (m/s)
Dimensionless excess lake volume
Vo
Lake volume (m3)
Vo
w
Width (m)
X iA Concentration o f element in Sample A
X iB
Concentration o f element in Sample B
Specific weight of fluid (9800 N /m 3)
y
Dimensionless parameter that controls Qp*
h
Density o f water (103 kg/m3)
pw
T
Shear stress (N/m2)
Shear stress computed with flow depth (N/m2)
(0
Unit stream power (N/m/s)

Location
introduced
Equation 1
Equation 12 & 13
Equation
Equation
Equation
Equation

24
14
3
11

Equation 7
Equation 23
Equation 1
Equation 2
Equation 2
Equation 14
Equation 11
Equation 4
Equation 1
Equation 1
Equation 24
Equation 11
Equation 12
Equation 24
Equation 2
Equation 2
Equation 18
Equation 24
Equation 24
Equation 15
Equation 2
Equation 7
Equation 20
Equation 19
Equation 15
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APPENDIX B: BOULDER DIAM ETER M EASUREM ENT DATA
Approximately 50 boulder circumferences were measured on the flood surface
and average diameters were calculated to evaluate the dynamics o f the large flood.
Precise positions of each boulder site are listed in Table 3.1 and shown in Fig. 3.1.

Table B .l M easurement data for boulder sample sites.
Sample
Elev.*
Circum. Diameter' Height"
Number
(m ASL)
(m)
(m)
(m)
OO-OK-3
97.00
7.80
2.48
2.00
OO-OK-4
83.00
19.70
6.27
6.00
OO-OK-10
93.00
37.80
12.03
12.00
OO-OK-11
97.00
41.80
13.31
10.00
OO-OK-29
240.00
6.60
2.10
1.50
00-OK-30
240.00
11.30
3.60
2.00
OO-OK-31
228.00
11.90
3.79
4.50
OO-OK-32
221.00
10.40
3.31
4.00
OO-OK-33
215.00
6.90
2.20
3.00
OO-OK-34
181.00
7.10
2.26
1.00
OO-OK-35
178.00
5.60
1.78
1.00
OO-OK-36
157.00
9.40
2.99
1.50
OO-OK-37
26.00
21.60
6.88
4.00
OO-OK-3 8
30.00
26.95
8.58
OO-OK-39
28.00
23.50
7.48
00-OK-40
15.00
8.40
2.67
OO-OK-43
1.00
7.10
2.26
1.00
OO-OK-46
26.00
25.60
8.15
2.50
OO-OK-47
28.00
24.30
7.73
4.50
OO-OK-48
28.00
14.05
4.47
6.00
OO-OK-49
28.00
15.40
4.90
3.00
00-OK-50
28.00
15.08
4.80
OO-OK-51
28.00
23.40
7.45
6.50
00-OK-52a
26.00
12.70
4.04
5.00
00-OK-52b
30.00
16.00
5.09
2.00
OO-OK-53
30.00
13.80
4.39
3.50
OO-OK-54
28.00
17.80
5.67
3.00
OO-OK-55
28.00
18.30
5.83
3.00
OO-OK-56
27.00
17.30
5.51
6.00
OO-OK-57
21.00
11.70
3.72
4.00
OO-OK-58
20.00
6.80
2.16
2.00
OO-OK-59
20.00
11.50
3.66
2.50

Table B .l cont.
Sample
Elev.*
Circum. Diameter Height*
Number (m ASL)
(m)
(m)
(m)
00-OK-60
24.00
12.60
4.01
2.50
OO-OK-61
23.00
8.30
2.64
3.00
OO-OK-62
25.00
13.10
4.17
4.00
OO-OK-63
23.00
13.50
4.30
3.00
OO-OK-64
23.00
11.80
3.76
3.50
OO-OK-65
23.00
15.20
4.84
3.00
OO-OK-66
19.00
5.60
1.78
2.00
OO-OK-67
18.00
4.90
1.56
1.50
OO-OK-68
18.00
5.40
1.72
2.00
OO-OK-69
18.00
5.90
1.88
1.50
00-OK-70
23.00
12.60
4.01
3.50
OO-OK-72
50.00
20.20
6.43
6.00
OO-OK-73
53.00
22.95
7.31
3.50
OO-OK-74
58.00
19.10
6.08
6.00
OO-OK-75
59.00
19.30
6.14
3.50
OO-OK-76
77.00
36.10
11.49
3.50
OO-OK-77
186.00
8.95
2.85
1.50
OO-OK-78
186.00
10.40
3.31
1.00
*Measured using a handheld GPS device and are given in
meters above sea level (ASL)
TCalculated from circumference
Height o f boulder exposed above ground surface
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APPENDIX C: GLASS SHARD MAJOR ELEM ENT GEOCHEM ISTRY
Major element geochemistry o f approximately 18 tephra samples was acquired
by electron microprobe analysis (EMA) using the Cameca SX-50 Electron Microprobe
at the University of Alaska Fairbanks following the analytical routine o f Beget et al.
(1992). Elemental concentrations for Na, Mg, Al, Si, Cl, K, Ca, Ti and Fe were
determined. Standards used and beam conditions are noted in Chapter 3. All
concentrations are normalized and reported as oxides with the exception o f Cl. All Fe
is reported as Fe 2 C>3 .

Table C .l EMA glass shard major element geochemistry results.
N o rm a liz e d W t% O x id e (1 s td e v )
S a m p le
OO-O K-1-3
O O-O K-1-4
O O-O K-1-5

i

O O-O K-1-6

l

OO-OK-14-1

-<c

O O -O K -16-3

o tn
o

O O -O K -16-6

z
r

>
C/J
A
>i
*r» 5
>
xo
£> ?
z 70
*
-<

O O -O K -16-4
O O -O K -18-3
OO-OK-19-1

OO-OK-22-1
O O -O K -22-2
O O -O K -22-4
OO-OK-42-1
O O -O K -42-2
O O-OK-71-1
O O -O K -71-5
0 0 -O K -8 0 -1

N a 20

3.03
3.23
3.29
3.49
3.17
3.25
3.12
3.02
3.29
2.98
3.19
3.25
3.08
3.28
3.29
3.32
3.18
3.23

AliOi

M gO

(0.46)
(0.25)
(0 . 16)
(0 . 19)
(0 .20)
(0 .23)
(0 .29)
(0 . 16)
(0 .60)
(0 .48)
(0 .36)
(0 .42)
(0 . 18)
(0 .31)
(0 . 19)
(0 .21)
(0 .20)
(0 .38)

3.20
3.74
3.90
3.69
4.03
4.14
3.90
3.69
3.59
3.39
3.66
3.36
4.15
3.44
3.46
3.51
3.72
3.68

(0.43
(0.61
(0.24
(0.15
(0.31
(0.52
(0.85
(0.45
(0.31
(0.30
(0.51
(0.75
(0.15
(0.54
(0.56
(0.27
(0.43
(0.25

13.64
14.28
14.82
15.54
14.13
14.71
14.19
14.21
15.25
13.99
14.33
13.67
14.30
14.33
14.48
14.39
14.08
14.46

S i0 2

(0.87)
(0.81)
(0 .69)
(0 .34)
(0.84)
(0.78)
(0.81)
(0.50)
(0.84)
(0.69)
(0.85)
(0.79)
(0 .54)
(0 .80)
(0 .93)
(0.85)
(0.57)
(0.57)

55.35
53.36
53.92
54.81
53.35
53.21
53.34
55.02
55.13
55.59
55.28
54.83
53.16
55.44
53.82
55.24
54.07
53.51

Cl

(0.56)
(0.72)
(0 .36)
(0 .41)
(0 .56)
(0.65)
(0 .90)
(0 .94)
(.094)
(0 .73)
(0 .88)
(0.60)
(0.53)
(0 .51)
(0 .78)
(0 .51)
(0 .89)
(0.65)

0.08
0.10
0.09
0.09

K 20

(0 .03)
(0 .03)
(0 .02)
(0 .02)

0.10 (0 .02)

1.28
1.24
1.11
1.18
1.16
1.07
1.20
1.34
1.25
1.50
1.32
1.35
1.12
1.44
1.29
1.42
1.32

0.09 (0 .03)

1.20 (0.22

0.10 (0 .02)
0.10 (0 .02)

0.10 (0 .03)
0.09 (0 .03)
0.10 (0 .02)

0.09
0.08
0.10
0.11
0.09

(0 .03)
(0 .03)
(0 .03)
(0 .03)
(0 .02)

0.10 ( 0 .02)

0.08 (0 .01)

(0.19
(0.18
(0.09
(0.10
(0.12
(0.14
(0.17
(0.21
(0.18
(0.18
(0.16
(0.14
(0.14
(0.15
(0.13
(0.08
(0.20

7.85
8.46
8.28
7.70
8.77
8.77
8.30
7.77
7.70
7.22
7.61
7.83
8.83
7.56
8.20
7.47
8.28
8.59

Fe.O,

T iO ,

C aO

(0 .50)
(0 .39)
(0 .23)
(0 .21)
(0 .46)
(0 .35)
(0 .61)
(0 .49)
(0 .60)
(0 .39)
(0 .40)
(0 .52)
(0 .36)
(0 .25)
(0 .43)
(0 .24)
(0 .84)
(0 .49)

2.01
1.71
1.63
1.53
1.62
1.70
1.80
1.69
1.58
1.68
1.71
1.95
1.64
1.58
1.73
1.73
1.76
1.64

(0.38
(0.24
(0.24
(0.20
(0.27
(0.23
(0.22
(0.25
(0.21
(0.29
(0.21
(0.29
(0.25
(0.19
(0.17
(0.25
(0.21
(0.38

13.58
13.88
12.98
11.96
13.67
13.04
14.06
13.17
12.11
13.57
12.83
14.23
13.62
12.83
13.63
12.85
13.49
13.61

(0.94)
(0.96)
(0 .73)
(0 .46)
(0.82)
(0 .69)
(0 .91)
(0 .60)
(0.85)
(0.86)
(0 .77)
(0 .99)
(0 .64)
(0 .68)
(0.76)
(0 .63)
(0 .76)
(0 .87)

16
12
35
38
15
33
12

28
24
25
26
18
18
16
15
19

22
9
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APPENDIX D: LOCATION MAP OF PHOTOGRAPHS IN CHAPTER 4

Cape Tanak
Ashishik Point

5 km
Contour interval 200 ft

Bering Sea

Fig. D .l Location map o f sites where photographs used as figures in Chapter 4 were
taken.

